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I. EPSU GOVERNING BODIES 
 
Congress, 14-17 June, Stockholm 
The EPSU Congress was held from 14 – 17 June 2004 in Stockholm at the invitation of the 
Swedish affiliates. 
 
Congress adopted unanimously the Activity and Finance Reports 2000 – 2003. 
 
The following resolutions were adopted: 
• Resolution R. 1: Public Services – Europe’s Strength; 
• Resolution R. 2: Collective Bargaining; 
• Resolution R. 3: Pensions; 
• Resolution R. 4: Gender Equality; 
• Resolution R. 5.: Public Services in an Enlarged European Union; 
• RA5: Swedish Affiliates: EPSU political structure. 
 
Emergency resolutions were adopted on the draft Services Directive and the draft EU 
Constitution.  
 
Resolutions RA1: Abvakabo: “Improving the position of migrant workers/ethnic minorities on 
the labour market, at their workplace and in the unions”, and RA4: Mediterranean 
Constituency: Public Services and Euro-Mediterranean Association were referred to the 
Executive Committee. 
 
Resolution RA2: FNEM FO: Energy liberalisation was referred to the Standing Committee 
on Public Utilities. 
 
Resolutions R.1 to R.5 have been published as a leaflet. All Congress documents are 
available on the EPSU website (http://www.epsu.org/r/97). 
 
The EPSU leadership team was re-elected unanimously, i.e. 
• President: Anna Salfi 
• General Secretary: Carola Fischbach-Pyttel. 
 
Nominations to the Executive Committee were confirmed as reflected in the appendix 1 to 
this report. 
 
The Executive Committee meeting immediately after Congress on 17 June confirmed Anne-
Marie Perret, FGF-FO, and Dave Prentis, UNISON, as Vice Presidents. 
 
Members of the Steering Committee were confirmed as reflected in appendix 1 to this 
report. 
 
Congress also agreed the proposed amendments to the Constitution as well as to an 
increase of the affiliation fee to EURO 0,30 per member in 2005 and EURO 0,32 per 
member in 2006. One proviso for this agreement was the introduction of 5-year Congress 
circle.  
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The Executive Committee evaluated the Congress as a very good event, both externally 
and internally. The support provided by the Swedish affiliates was excellent.  
 
The EPSU Congress Standing Orders, approved by the Steering Committee on 24 
September 2002 were put into practice for the first time at the 7th Congress in Stockholm. It 
can be said that the main new features (i.e. the Resolutions Committee, the Congress 
Board) of these Standing Orders worked well. The process of developing the resolutions 
was considered to be overall effective although some thoughts will go into the future 
redaction of resolutions, e.g. have short resolutions with action points / demands followed 
by the explanatory material. It is also proposed to explore the organisation of ‘open 
discussion’ sessions during the Congress to instil more immediate political discussions by 
Congress delegates.  
 
The 8th EPSU Congress is scheduled to take place in 2009 in Brussels.  
 
 
Steering and Executive Committee 
The Steering Committee met on 4 March. 23 September was initially planned to be a 
meeting of the Steering Committee but was held as an extraordinary meeting of the 
Executive based on a decision of 23 April Executive Committee meeting.  
 
The Executive Committee met on 4-5 March, 23 April, 14 and 17 June, 23 September and 
29-30 November. 
 
Until June the work was marked by the final preparations for Congress. Beyond that, the 
reporting period was marked by: 

• The enlargement of the European Union to 25 member states on 1 May; the 
Executive Committee had a special working session on enlargement on 4 March; 

• The elections to the European Parliament on 13 June; the Executive Committee 
agreed 10 EPSU points to be addressed to candidates standing for election to the 
European Parliament; the November Executive Committee dedicated a special 
session to ‘lobbying’ and a dinner was organised on 29 November with 16 Members 
of the European Parliament participating. 

• The adoption of the Draft Constitutional Treaty at the Dublin Council of 17 - 18 June; 
an extraordinary ETUC Steering Committee on 9 June adopted a resolution in 
support of the Draft Constitutional Treaty, see chapter V. Presentations on the draft 
Constitutional Treaty were given to the Executive Committee in September by John 
Monks, ETUC General Secretary and Professor Brian Bercusson, from King’s 
College University of London in November. 

 
Other major issues addressed by the Executive Committee related to the Draft Services 
Directive, the Commission White Paper on Services of General Interest, the Working Time 
Directive, public-private partnership, the substance of which will be covered in other 
sections of this report. 
 
Sectoral Social Dialogue 
The prospect of developing the sectoral social dialogue in the National and European 
Administration area continued to feature high on the Executive Committee agenda. On 23 
April, the Executive Committee agreed to use the Commission’s services to reach 
agreement on a single, EPSU led trade union delegation with inclusion of member 
organisations from EUROFEDOP and CESI. Progress reports were given to the September 
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and November Executive Committee meetings. The Executive Committee agreed on 29 
November to accept the results of a meeting under the auspices of the Commission’s social 
dialogue unit of 16 November. This agreement foresaw that within a delegation of 25 
national representatives, CESI would be allocated the seats for Germany and Luxembourg, 
based on their representativity in these countries. The secretariat of EPSU and CESI would 
be represented with two persons each. Working groups would be composed based on 
expertise in the various subjects. It was further agreed that the arrangement would also 
ensure representation of Ver.di (Germany) and the FSG-GÖD (Austria). A detailed account 
of this subject can be found in the National and European Administration section III - 2 of 
this report (page 13). 
 
CESI’s formal endorsement of this proposal was however outstanding at the end of the 
year.  
 
Finances, Membership & Personnel 
The Executive Committee approved the 2003 Finance Report, the Report of the Member 
Auditors for the year 2003, the forecast 2004 and the provisional budget 2005 at its 
November meeting. 
 
The Executive Committee set up a Finance Working Group which met on 19 January. The 
group had the difficult task of proposing an adequate increase of the EPSU affiliation fee 
for adoption by Congress. This proposal had to take account of the financial problems that  
the affiliates are facing as well as the financial needs of EPSU in the next Congress period. 
As reported under the section on the EPSU Congress, agreement was reached for the 
years 2005 and 2006. The Finance Working Group will meet again in the second half of 
2005.  
 
Membership 

Union's name Countries Number of 
members 

NEW AFFILIATIONS 

 Syndicat Libre de la Fonction Publique  Belgium 36.700

 Centrale Chrétienne des Services Publics  Belgium 100.000

 Trade Union of Workers in Culture and Nature 
Protection  Czech Republic 2.540

 Association of Estonian Energy Workers Trade Unions  Estonia 650

 Lithuanian Trade Union of Energy Workers  Lithuania 2.210

 Confédération Luxembourgeoise des Syndicats 
Chrétiens  - Secteur Public  Luxembourg 2.500

 Independent Trade Union Federation in Water and
 Sewage  Romania 2.500

 Independent Energy Trade Union Federation  Romania 13.000

MERGER 

 Trade Union of Local Government Employees  & 

 Københavns Kommunalforening 
 Denmark 67.087
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DISAFFILIATION 

 The Malta Union of Midwives and Nurses  Malta 1.095
 
The following changes took place in the Secretariat: 
Richard Pond started working for the EPSU Secretariat as research/policy officer 
responsible for Collective Bargaining. 
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II. EPSU GENDER EQUALITY COMMITTEE 
 
7th meeting of the Gender Equality Committee, 22 September, Brussels  
 
Main items on the agenda: 
 
• Election of Chair and Vice-Chairs 
 
Election was postponed to the next committee meeting in June 2005. Vera Morgenstern, 
Ver.di, Germany, agreed to extend her mandate during that period.  
 
• EU developments:  
 
! Proposal for an EU directive banning sex discrimination in the access to and 

provision of goods and services: 
 Austrian Social Democrat MEP Christa Prets (rapporteur) gave an update of the 

discussion on the directive.  The Parliament had adopted a report supporting the 
Commission’s initial text. There was however serious risk that Council would dilute 
the content of the text in particular regarding the most controversial point on 
banning sex-based criteria to calculate insurance premiums. Adoption of the 
directive was foreseen for end of the year.  The MEP also outlined the main 
priorities for Parliament including violence against women and trafficking. It was 
said that the new conservative chair of the EP’s women’s committee and recent 
regressive comments on women’s reproductive rights was not a positive 
development. 

! Commission’s database on women in decision-making positions (EU institutions 
and national ministries)  

 It was announced that the Commission is updating a database on women in 
decision making positions in public administrations as well as social partners’ 
organisations at EU level (including all European Industry Federations). 

 
• EU cross-sectoral social dialogue 
 
An update was provided on the negotiations of an EU cross-sectoral Framework of Actions 
on gender equality. It was agreed that the Committee would be charged with monitoring the 
negotiations. See section V – 2 (page 34) for more details. 
 
• Gender Equality Committee action plan 2004-2009: 
 
The work programme was adopted. Achieving equal pay and improving women’s working 
conditions remained key priorities for the Committee members. EPSU’s work on gender 
mainstreaming coordination of collective bargaining would continue.  The work programme 
would aim at developing a more subsectoral approach to equality, to be carried out in close 
cooperation with EPSU’s Standing Committees. New themes would include gender 
budgeting and the use of equality funds to rectify the pay gaps.  In terms of equality 
legislation, the main focus would be on the implementation of the revised 2002 equal 
treatment directive due to be transposed in October 2005. More detailed discussion would 
be held regarding task allocation among Committee members at the next Committee 
meeting.  
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• Equal pay: EPSU report “Closing the gender pay gap” 
 
A summary of the main findings of the report carried out by UK equality expert Jane 
Pillinger was presented. While the issue of equality has become part of collective 
bargaining in a number of countries there remained a lack of pro-active measures. The 
impact of restructuring on equality needed more research. The study was extended to all 
PSI European affiliates in view of the joint conference on the issue of pay equity -see 
below.  
 
• Joint EPSU-PSI conference on pay equality and equity 7-8 October 2004:  
 
An update of the final preparations was presented.  
 
Gender balance 
 
16 titular members, out of whom 9 women (62.5%) and 10 substitutes, out of whom 4 
women (40%) from 18 countries. 
 
Other issues: 
 
PSI-EPSU-EI conference on pay equity works!, 7-8 October, ILO, Geneva 
 
The two-day conference was jointly organised by PSI, EPSU and Education International 
(EI) allowing for a cross-sectoral approach in public services and synergies between the EU 
and ILO policy priorities. It brought together a total of 100 gender equality and collective 
bargaining practitioners as well as pay equity experts, a third of whom were men, from 29 
countries.  
 
The programme was a mix of plenary and workshop discussions on low pay, collective 
bargaining, campaigning, EU and ILO social dialogue, equality plans and job evaluation 
schemes. It also covered the wider EU political agenda relating to public services including 
the Services in the Internal market directive.  As a direct positive result of the conference, 
more unions filled in the EPSU survey on the pay gap while some said that it would help 
justify union action on equality  
 
The Conference was addressed by Belgian Socialist MEP Mia De Vits (former General 
Secretary of the Belgian trade union centre, FGTB) stressing that work on implementing 
equality legislation should be a priority both in new and old EU member states, with a clear 
role for social partners. ETUC confederal secretary Catelene Passchier gave an update of 
the cross-sectoral gender equality negotiations. Manuela Tomei, from the ILO explained 
follow-up plans on the Global Report on Discrimination. A number of speakers from the 
education and health sectors in Central and Eastern Europe outlined the collapse of public 
services, the impact of low wages and the trend of increasing migration of skilled 
professionals.  Professor Chicha from Canada gave useful insights in equality plans which 
led to a significant reduction of the pay gap, especially in unionised workplaces, in her 
country. 
 
A Final Declaration was adopted at the end of the conference, enclosing recommendations 
to governments, social partners, EU and ILO institutions. A detailed report of the conference 
was published in January 2005.  
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III. EPSU STANDING COMMITTEES 
 
1. Health and Social Services 
19th meeting of the Standing Committee on Health and Social Services, 2 February, 
09h00-12h30, Brussels 
Main items on the agenda: 
• Presentation – Employers organisations in the hospital social dialogue 
• Outline of Joint Representative Task Force, October 6-7 2003 
• Debate on topics for discussion at social dialogue conference 
• Report on European Health Forum GASTEIN 20031 
• Co-operation agreement between the Standing Committee of Nurses (PCN) and EPSU 
• Working Time Directive – Update 
• Update on High Level Reflection Group on Patient Mobility 
• Report on European Health Forum2 
• Collective bargaining seminar (Bratislava 12-15 September 2003) 
The meeting was followed by the Social Dialogue Conference – see below. 
 
20th meeting of the Standing Committee on Health and Social Services, 5 November, 
Brussels 
Main items on the agenda: 
• EPSU congress follow-up 
• HSS Standing Committee and Social Services 
• Working Time Directive 
• Social Dialogue in the Hospital Sector 
• Draft directive on services in the internal market and health 
• Report on Public Services International (PSI) Health Services Task Force 4-5 October, 

2004 
• Report on European Health Policy Forum, 11 October, 2004 
 
Development of Social Services in Standing Committee 
Based on the EPSU congress follow-up, it was decided at the 20th Standing Committee 
meeting to establish a working group on social services. Recognition was forthcoming 
among members of the Standing Committee that due to the high concentration of 
membership from Health Unions, it was difficult to identify social services issues. However, 
the Committee also expressed the view that there were sufficient resources to include 
future work under the auspices of the committee rather than by establishing a formal sub-
committee for social services. 
The aim of this group will be to identify how social services can be included in the practical 
work of the committee. The group will met in January 2005.  
 
Election of officers 

The following were elected: 

# Karen Jennings, UNISON, United Kingdom - President 
# Lisa di Paulo-Sandberg, KOMMUNAL, Sweden - vice-President 
# Jiri Schlanger, TUHSSC, Czech Republic – vice-President 

                                                
1 Commercial conference organised by Austrian Ministry of Labour and DG SANCO. 
2 Representative body of 45 European health organisations co-ordinated by DG SANCO. 
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Composition of the Committee and gender balance 
The Standing Committee has 27 titular representatives and 21 substitutes from 21 
countries. There are 18 female titulars (66%) and 8 female substitutes (38 %). 
 
For an update on EPSU response to the revision of the European Working Time Directive 
please see EPSU projects section IV – 6 (page 26-27). 
 
Social Dialogue 
The Social dialogue process in the Hospital sector saw three main developments in 2004: 
1. European Commission sponsored conference (2-3 February 2004) 
2. Dutch social partners sponsored conference (2-3 December 2004) 
3. Internal debate launched by employer organisation to formalise process. 
 
1. Strengthening social dialogue in the European hospital sector – assessing European 
developments, Brussels (2-3 February) 
This was the third conference in the sector. Participation was high on the EPSU side with 20 
EU countries represented. On the Employer side, there were weaknesses in representation 
particularly among the new EU Member States.  
Participants chose to concentrate on the hospital-specific issues identified for discussion, 
rather than the structure of the process. The three areas identified were ‘recruitment and 
retention’, ‘the ageing hospital workforce’, and ‘new skill-needs in hospitals’. The issues 
were addressed in plenary and followed up in separate workshops. The drafting of the 
workshop reports was done with the assistance of the European Observatory on health 
care systems. 
The conference concluding statements reflected the decision to concentrate on the 
substantive issues. The rationale for this was that clear signals had been given by the 
Employers’ representatives that an internal debate on this issue would be launched. 
 
2. Social Dialogue in the European Hospital Sector, Noordwijk (2-3 December 2004) 
Due to the ongoing debate on the employers’ side as to how they would formally engage in 
the process, it was decided that an event, which allowed for the substantive themes to be 
further developed should continue. The Dutch social partners were particularly pro-active in 
ensuring this. It was agreed that they would hold a conference to develop the three themes. 
It was clearly stated that this conference was an informal parallel initiative. The main aim 
was to ensure that the network between national representatives continue to develop.  
The conference was a success in terms of development of the themes (although the issue 
of pensions was included for information only). The conference was also significant in terms 
of the employer organisation signalling that it was close to formal engagement. 
 
3. Internal debate launched by employer organisation to formalise process. 
Although the two conferences proved to be the visible highlights during 2004, the key 
development was the launching of a debate within the Employer organisation CEEP, as to 
how they would engage in this process. Sufficient progress had been made within CEEP to 
allow them to state that they were ready to formally commit to the establishment of a 
sectoral social dialogue committee. This is a very positive step, but the nature of this 
commitment in practical terms remains to be seen in spring 2005. 
 
In addition to these three areas the Joint Representative Task Force, established at the 2nd 
social dialogue conference in 2002 as the steering committee for this process, met on 5 
occasions. These meetings were as preparatory or follow up meetings to the two 
conferences. 
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Evaluation 
2004 saw significant progress in the development towards a social dialogue. There will be 
three main challenges for 2005; the establishment of the representativity of CEEP in the 
new EU member states; the type of employers’ organisation to be established (as a section 
of CEEP, or as an independent organisation); the possibility to extend the number of 
subjects for discussion beyond the three already identified. 
 
Health and Social Services Liberalisation 
The issue of health liberalisation as a ‘EU-specific’ concern continued to gather pace in 
2004.  
Two main developments contributed to the increase in profile: 
 
1. The draft directive on services in the internal market 
The inclusion of the health sector in this European Commission initiative was a major policy 
shift within the aims (and competences) of the Commission. The EPSU response to this 
directive in general terms is noted under ‘EPSU projects’ – section IV – 4 (page 25). The 
main EPSU response in relation to the directive from a health policy perspective is noted in 
the following section on the European Health Policy Forum. The main point to note in this 
section is that the caviller way in which health was included in the directive by the 
Commission Services, actually acted as a galvanising force for opposition to the initiative, 
as was illustrated in the European Parliament hearing on 11 November. 
 
2. The categorising of health and social services in EU law as economic activities 
The corollary to the inclusion of health in the draft directive on services was that the 
definition of health, and the wider definition of social services, at the EU level, was brought 
into focus. The economic nature of organising the concrete activities of these services 
(hospital, social housing, long term care, child care) was used to apply competition law 
principles. The European Commission identified this inclusion as a detailed rationalisation 
as to why social services should be seen as economic activities. The mechanism for 
framing this debate in terms, which would suit the Commission agenda already established 
in the draft directive, was to combine this debate with the ongoing ‘Services of General 
Interest’ policy. 
In June 2004 the Commission launched a consultative process to categorise social 
services. By social services the Commission included ‘Social protection system; 
Supplementary social protection; Health and long term care; Social care services; 
Employment placement; Education; Social Housing. The consultative process is due to 
result in a Communication in June 2005. 
EPSU has established a position as the leading Trade Union responder to this initiative. 
During Autumn of 2004, the Standing Committee on Health and Social Services launched a 
response to this consultation, and is working in close co-operation with the ETUC. 
 
The European Health Policy Forum 
Within the European health policy forum, EPSU continued to develop its image as the 
leading organisation for health workers. Based on a plenary presentation in December 2003 
on services of general interest and the draft services directive, a working group on ‘health 
and services’ was established. This group met 5 times in the course of 2004, under the 
EPSU chair. Because of the diverse nature o the forum there was resistance to the draft 
responses prepared by EPSU for the working group. In November 2004 it was decided to 
give the chair of the working group to the European Pharmacists organisations with a view 
towards using this change in organisation to attempt to achieve consensus.  
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The EHPF has also resulted in a number of academic contacts being established by EPSU, 
particularly with the Health policy unit in the University of London. This has contributed to 
the wider public debate as to how health is being categorised at the EU level. 
EPSU has also contributed to debates within the EHPF on improving the representative 
nature of the forum and developing a more formal role for the forum. 
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2. National and European Administration 
 
21st meeting of the Standing Committee on National and European Administration 
(NEA), 23 February, Luxembourg 
Main items on the agenda: 
 
• Commission’s study on social partner representativity in the state sector 
 
The publication of the study on social partners’ representativity in the state sector of the EU 
15, carried out by the Belgian University of Louvain, was delayed. This was problematic in 
that there was much hope the study would clarify the representativity issue to help pave the 
way for improving the format of the informal social dialogue. A draft was however being 
discussed among Directors General and in the European Commission. It confirmed EPSU’s 
overwhelming, but not exclusive, representativity. Both USSP-CESI and Eurofedop were 
recognised some degree of representativity (in particular in Germany, Luxembourg and 
Austria). EPSU was however the only organisation with members in all 15 EU member 
states. The draft also stated that  the absence of an employers’ organisation as well as EU 
standards on the delimitations of the state sector constituted major obstacles to the setting 
up of a sectoral social dialogue committee. On the basis of the draft results, EPSU would 
continue putting pressure on the Commission to assume its responsibility as a promoter of 
social dialogue and make recommendations as to which union organisations were to take 
part in the sectoral social dialogue. The objective was also to put pressure on the employers 
to change the format of the informal social dialogue that put EPSU and the two other 
organisations on an equal footing. The study was due to be published in the summer. 
 
• Developments with Social dialogue 
 
Bilateral Meetings with the Directors General for public administration (DsG) of the EU 
Troika had continued to take place with a view to influencing the composition of the trade 
union delegation in the biannual Troika/unions meetings.  EPSU had decided to not take 
part in the two previous meetings in 2003 until the representativity study was available. For 
the meeting under the Irish Presidency the same would apply unless positive signals were 
given either by the DsG or the Commission that the situation would be rectified.  These 
bilateral meetings were also used to inform about the setting up of a sectoral social 
dialogue committee in local and regional government which could be used as a good basis 
for similar developments in national administrations. A project on training was also 
presented to the DsG –see below. During the discussion it was said that there was a risk, 
emphasized by the Dutch Director General, that the informal social dialogue could be 
suspended if no solution was found. It was of the utmost importance to solve the trade 
union side to make any progress. 
The Committee also discussed the work programme 2004-2005 of the EU DsG. The latter’s 
key priorities were accession of new member states, e.government and, as part of the 
Human Resources Management working group, issues relating to training; public sector 
ethics; pensions; impact of privatisation, devolution of functions, outsourcing, 
decentralisation and streamlining.  The relevance of all these issues to the trade unions was 
emphasised. 
 
• Lifelong learning and Training 
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In view of the difficulties to establish a meaningful social dialogue with the employers, the 
secretariat started exploring the possibility to launch a joint project with  some employers on 
the issue of training and development of competence in the EU national administrations. 
The project consisted of two strands: an evaluation of the implementation of the inter-
sectoral Framework of Actions on lifelong learning (2002) in the state sector and a survey 
on anticipating training needs.  The Dutch DG agreed to give EPSU the opportunity to 
discuss further these issues at a workshop  at the 3rd Quality Administration Conference in 
September.  
 
• Presentation by Union Syndicale (USF) of its activities and personnel policy reforms in 

the European Commission.  
 
Representatives of the USF gave a comprehensive outline of the recent wide-ranging 
personnel reforms at the European Commission in view of the enlargement.. The reforms 
were under the remit of Commissioner Kinnock.  The objective of the reform was to  
“modernise” human resources towards a performance-based career system. It included a 
new appraisal system (including a job description for all officials which was not the case 
before); performance-related pay systems; pension reforms which were most controversial; 
provisions on whistle-blowing; family-friendly policies; anti-harassment policy; same sex 
partners’ access to social security.  In addition to the effects of the pension reforms, the 
rising number of contractual staff in the Commission was a key concern to USF. It was 
unclear what legal system applied to contractual employees as it was said  the Commission 
was not be bound by the EU directive on fixed-term contracts. 
 
• Preparation of the EPSU Congress June 2004 
 
The Committee discussed and adopted the ‘APPENDIX II to Resolution R.1. Public Services 
– Europe’s Strength - Section on National and European Administration’ (see 
www.epsu.org/a/636).  
 
• E.government 
 
The Committee discussed the Communication of the Commission on e.government on the 
basis of comments. The proposal to organise a seminar on this issue was agreed – see 
section IV-1 
 
 
22th meeting of the Standing Committee on National and European Administration 
(NEA), 11 November, 09h00-12h30, Madrid 
Main items on the agenda: 

 
• Election of Chair and Vice-Chairs 

The following were reelected: 

# Peter Waldorff, Chair, HK Stat –STK, Denmark 
# Jenny Thurston, Vice-Chair, Prospect, UK –retiring in June 2005 
#  Elizabeth Franke, Vice-Chair, Ver.di, Germany-retiring in June 2005 

 
Elections for the posts of the two vice-chairs will be held at the next NEA Committee 
meeting in June 2005 
 
• Follow up to EPSU Congress (June 2004) and Standing Committee Work Programme 
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The EPSU General Secretary gave an overview of EPSU’s forthcoming priorities and the 
Committee discussed its own work programme for 2004-2009.  In addition to ongoing 
activities new issues would be examined including an EU-funded project on anticipating 
change; immigration policy;   prison services; public sector ethics and stepping up work on 
collective bargaining coordination. 
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• Epsucob@ survey of pay and working conditions 

Richard Pond presented the work of Epsucob@ (the EPSU collective bargaining 
coordination tool) and the results of a recent survey of pay and working conditions in NEA 
sector.  Discussion in the Committee focused on the issues that need to be taken into 
account when developing coordination strategies.  
 
• Update on NEA Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee 
 
The Committee discussed and expressed full support for the opening of talks between 
EPSU and CESI, towards the setting up of an EPSU-led single trade union delegation -see 
more details below.  With regard to EPSU’s participation in the informal social dialogue, it 
was said that EPSU and CESI had decided to suspend their participation while negotiations 
were taking place. Accordingly the Dutch Presidency cancelled the biannual Troika meeting 
with trade unions scheduled for 23 November.  
 
• Updates on the intersectoral social dialogue and Services in the Internal Market 

Directive 
 
Information only. Committee members will come back to these items at the next Committee 
meeting 
 
Composition of the Committee and gender balance: 
The Standing Committee has 26 titular representatives and 21 substitutes from 22 
countries. There are 10 female titulars (38.5 %) and 8 female substitutes (38.1 %). 7 
countries have nominated men in both titular and substitute positions compared to 2 
countries who have nominated women in both positions (but 3 more have nominated titular 
women members with no substitutes) 
 
Other items on the agenda: 
 
Social Dialogue 
 
Unblocking the prospects for a genuine social dialogue has been top of the agenda of the 
NEA Committee, as well as of the Executive Committee, leading to both promising and 
frustrating developments.  
 
Trade union side: opening of talks between EPSU and CESI  
 
In the absence of any concrete signals that EPSU’s overwhelming representativity was to 
be taken into account in the informal social dialogue by the EU Directors General for public 
administration (DsG), the Secretariat doubled its efforts to convince the Commission to 
launch an initiative as promoter of the social dialogue. This led to positive results, despite 
the delays with the publication of the social partners’ representativity study in the state 
sector. Last April, in a letter signed by the Head of DG Employment and Social Affairs, 
Odile Quintin, the Commission called upon EPSU, CESI and Eurofedop to try and seek an 
agreement regarding the composition of the trade union delegation. It proposed to facilitate 
such negotiations. The basis of such an agreement was the arrangement in place in the 
Local and Regional Government social dialogue committee (LRG model). Taking into 
account the draft results of the representativity study, the letter also recognised that EPSU 
should take the lead of the trade union delegation. The Executive Committee of 23 April 
gave its initial support for the Commission’ s initiative. This support was confirmed at the 
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Executive Committee on 14 June which also agreed to hold an extraordinary meeting on 23 
September to take stock of developments.    
 
On the basis of this mandate, EPSU held informal talks with the Commission on the best 
ways to proceed with the negotiations of the composition of a 30-strong trade union 
delegation. During these discussions it emerged that it would be difficult not to accomodate 
CESI whose representativeness was deemed complementary to EPSU’s (in Germany and 
Luxembourg). On the issue of Eurofedop, the Commission agreed that the LRG model 
should apply, leaving a limited number of seats to Eurofedop’s affiliated unions in the 
countries where they have a strong foothold, e.g. Austria and Slovakia. Separate 
discussions between Eurofedop and the Commission would take place to this effect.  
EPSU, at that stage, maintained its position that the LRG model should apply to both CESI 
and Eurofedop. The Commission’s offer to mediate in negotiations was strongly supported. 
The Executive Committee of 23 September endorsed this position. 
 
At a first exploratory meeting on 27 October between CESI and EPSU, chaired by the 
Commission’s social dialogue unit, CESI confirmed that while it could accept a limited 
number of national seats, but wanted to be recognised as a European trade union 
organisation. With regard to Eurofedop, CESI agreed that the LRG model should prevail, 
which was a significant step forward in view of the close ties between the two organisations. 
The basis for a cooperation agreement between EPSU and CESI was summarised in a 
letter dated 4 November by Odile Quintin, which was further discussed at a second meeting 
on 16 November. At this meeting, EPSU and CESI expressed support for the following 
package, subject to endorsement by their respective decision-making bodies:   
 
! EPSU to lead the single trade union delegation. All relevant contact with CESI for 

agenda-setting and drawing up of joint work programme would be made; 
! Allocation of seats (on the basis of 30 seats) to be defined according to the national 

representativity weight: 
# 2 seats for CESI’s affiliated unions – Germany and Luxembourg; the EPSU 

affiliates from these countries would equally be part of the delegation. 
# Participation of the secretariats of EPSU and CESI (2 representatives per 

organisation).  
# Working groups to be set out according to relevant expertise. 

 
At its meeting of 28-29 November, the EPSU Executive Committee agreed to the above. 
While clearly not the best option, it was deemed an acceptable compromise as a step 
forward for the setting up of a social dialogue committee. Even though CESI would be 
recognised as an actor within the European sectoral social dialogue, the trade union 
delegation would mainly consist of EPSU affiliates.  Importantly, the weighted arrangements 
between EPSU and CESI would put an end to the “equal treatment” situation in the informal 
social dialogue meetings for the past 3 years with no results.  Lastly, a trade union deal will 
increase the pressure on the employers to organise. 
 
Following its Congress on 2 December, CESI wanted to come back to the main principles 
agreed with the Commission for a cooperation agreement.  The Commission has called for 
a third negotiation meeting scheduled for 2 February to try and iron out differences.    
 
With regard to Eurofedop, the affiliation to EPSU early this year of the Belgian union CCSP, 
which is the largest member of Eurofedop, has been playing an influential role that should 
lead to positive results.  In a meeting with the Belgian DG Mornard in July, EPSU’s affiliated 
Belgian unions expressed their strong support for an EPSU-led delegation. This sent a very 
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strong signal to the Belgian DG who back in 2001, when holding the EU Presidency, 
initiated “the equal treatment situation” between EPSU, CESI and Eurofedop.   
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Directors General for public administration 
 
EPSU continued holding informal bilateral meetings with the Directors General for public 
administration (DsG) of the EU troika members, i.e. Ireland, the Netherlands and 
Luxembourg, to influence the composition of the trade union delegation and to clarify a 
number of practical points with regard to the functioning of the social dialogue. Possible 
social dialogue themes were also discussed- e.g. EU telework and  training agreements, 
ethics, e.government; pensions, HRM as well as the Services in the internal market 
directive, all of which are on the agenda  of the informal cooperation of EU DsG (EPAN). 
These bilateral meetings were held in close cooperation with the EPSU affiliates concerned, 
which strengthened EPSU’s own internal capacity building. They did not, however, lead to a 
change of the format of the informal social dialogue. 
 
In view of the Commission’s positive initiative to facilitate the trade union negotiations, a 
small delegation from EPSU took part in the biannual Troika of Directors General/trade 
union meeting on 31 May under the Irish Presidency. The meeting was also attended by 
CESI and Eurofedop and was limited to consecutive presentations from the Presidency and 
the trade union delegations.  Under the Dutch Presidency, it was made clear that, however 
unsatisfactory the informal social dialogue might be, its format would not be changed, 
unless all 3 organisations decided otherwise.   As seemingly an attempt to show goodwill 
towards the social dialogue, the Dutch DG took up the offer put forward by EPSU, to 
examine jointly the issue of training and lifelong learning in a working group with 
representatives of the 25 national administrations.  There was however no willingness to 
limit this discussion only to EPSU.   While welcoming this initiative, it was not possible for 
EPSU to engage in any meaningful policy discussions.  
 
Further, in view of the launch of the trade union negotiations, both EPSU and CESI decided 
to suspend their participation in the biannual informal social dialogue with the Troika DsG 
scheduled for 23 November, as a result the meeting was cancelled.  Certainly, EPSU and 
CESI non-participation created acrimony with the Dutch Presidency, but it was important for 
the trade union side to stress the status quo was no longer acceptable. The Troika could 
not, on the one hand, express support for social dialogue, and on the other, disregard the 
question of the legitimacy of social partners. 
 
Arguably, the cancellation of the Troika/trade union meeting led to what can be seen as a 
positive change of attitude from the EU DsG. In a resolution adopted on 23 November, the 
explicitly leave it to the trade union side to find a solution to the representativity question. It 
would be up to the trade unions to reactive the dialogue. In a meeting with EPSU on 16 
December, the Luxembourg DG expressed his support for an EPSU/CESI agreement and 
assured he would encourage his counterparts to examine closely how they can be 
organized, ie. via CEEP or EPAN, in view of a sectoral social dialogue.  
 
Meanwhile, a survey on the social dialogue, carried out by the former deputy head of EIPA3, 
Robert Polet, on behalf of the Belgian DG, shows that a majority of DsG support the 
formalization of a sectoral social dialogue. The results of the survey were distributed to the 
Executive Committee members on 29 November and sent to the NEA Committee. 
 
 
 

                                                
3 The European Institute of Public Administration 
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3. Local and Regional Government 
 
22nd Standing Committee on Local and Regional Government, 20 February, 
Luxembourg 
 
Main items on the agenda:  
 
• Local and regional dimension to the European Employment Strategy 

Janine Goetschy, University of Nanterre was invited to give an assessment of the 
European Employment Strategy (EES), focusing on the local and regional dimension.   
This discussion was to to support work with CEMR in this area.  By way of conclusions, 
it was said that there is a need to develop a dynamic at local and regional level which 
links employment, social welfare and inclusion, and economic development, and which 
involves the different actors.   The local and regional level should not only serve 
national employment objectives.  This means linking with structural funds and cohesion 
policies, and ensuring coordination of policies.  There is also a need to recognise in the 
EES the role played by local public services in generating a high level of quality 
employment.  More attention needs to be brought to this  if the Lisbon targets are to be 
met.    

 
• Update on LRG Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee 

The Committee discussed the main developments:  
# The launch of LRG Social Dialogue Committee, 13 January.  The meeting adopted 

the rules of procedure for the Committee, a work programme for 2004/2005, and a 
joint statement on telework (see www.epsu.org/a/509).   

# The meeting of LRG Steering Group on 18 February which finalised the annex to the 
joint work programme and also agreed working methods for the ad hoc working 
groups. 

# Participation from the Standing Committee in the working groups (on employment, 
enlargement, telework).  Nominations were requested for these groups. 

See also next page under ‘social dialogue in Local and Regional Government 2004’. 
 
• Commission presentation on social dialogue  

François Ziegler, European Commission gave a general update on developments in the 
sectoral and cross-sectoral social dialogue. 

 
 
23rd Standing Committee on Local and Regional Government, 11 November, Madrid 
 
Main items on the agenda:  
 
• Election of officers 

The following were elected: 

# Al Butler, IMPACT, Ireland, President 
# John Dupont, FOA, Denmark, vice-President 
# Joelle Bernard, Interco, CFDT, France, vice-President  
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• Follow up to EPSU Congress (June 2004) and Standing Committee Work Programme 

The EPSU General Secretary gave an overview of EPSU’s forthcoming priorities and 
the Committee discussed its own work programme for 2005 / 2006.  Discussion on the 
LRG work programme focused on involvement of LRG unions in the TRACE project on 
restructuring.  This project will run in 2005 and 2006 and will be carried out with the 
support of the ETUC trade union academy ETUCO.  The National and European 
Administration sector is also involved.   

 
• Epsucob@ survey of pay and working conditions in LRG 

Richard Pond presented the work of Epsucob@ (the EPSU collective bargaining 
coordination tool) and the results of a recent survey of pay and working conditions in 
LRG sector.  Discussion in the Committee focused on the issues that need to be taken 
into account when developing coordination strategies.   

 
• Update on LRG Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee 

The Committee discussed a joint EPSU/CEMR-EP note on the activities of the working 
groups in 2004 (prepared for the Social Dialogue Committee meeting on 17 November) 
and preparations for 2005. It was emphasised that it is early days and that a step-by-
step approach is to be expected. We should aim in 2005 to build on the achievements 
of 2004.  In the discussion, a number of suggestions were made on how to do this: 
more (two-way) communication between affiliates and the EPSU Secretariat, fixing 
clearer objectives for the discussions in the working groups, developing national 
contacts between CEMR and EPSU affiliates, and improving participation in meetings.   

 
Composition of the Committee and gender balance: 
The Standing Committee has 22 titular representatives and 19 substitutes from 20 
countries. There are 5 female titulars (22,7 %) and 8 female substitutes (42,1 %). 
 
 
Public Private Partnerships workshop, 19 February, Luxembourg 
The meeting of the Standing Committee on February 20 was preceded by a workshop on 
Public Private Partnerships (PPPs). The workshop aimed to build on the discussions in the 
Committee on PPPs to date, to help develop EPSU strategies in this area, including in 
relation to the Commission’s Green Paper on public procurement and PPPs.    
 
The report of the meeting contains a number of conclusions and recommendations 
concerning trade union approaches to PPPs.  
 
Social Dialogue in Local and Regional Government 2004 
 
• Launch of social dialogue Committee in local and regional government 

2004 saw the establishment of a “formal” sectoral social dialogue in local and regional 
government. EPSU began developing relations with the Council of European 
Municipalities and Regions (CEMR) back in 1994. However, the issue of both employer 
and trade union representativity caused some problems and these were not overcome 
until 2003, when a compromise agreement, brokered by the European Commission 
was reached on the composition of the Committee.   

The first formal meeting of the sectoral social dialogue Committee therefore could take 
place, and the committee was launched on 13 January, with 40 participants from 16 
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countries. Both CEMR-EP and EPSU emphasised that the Committee’s aim is to 
strengthen the possibilities of the social partners to shape the future developments 
regarding employment in the local and regional government sector and to articulate 
European, national, regional and local levels of social dialogue. At this first meeting the 
Committee adopted its rules of procedure and work programme, and also a joint 
statement on telework in support of the cross-sectoral agreement on this issue.  

The Committee’s work programme set out a number of activities for 2004, summarised 
below: 

 
• Identifying and supporting the local dimension to European Employment Strategy 

A working group met twice (29 March and 8 September) to undertake a joint analysis of 
the local and regional dimension of the European Employment Strategy (EES) and to 
develop common objectives and recommendations for social partners at the regional 
and local levels.  This looked at involvement in the EES process at national level as 
well as the issues being dealt with by LRG social partners. 
The findings of the working group will feed into a concluding workshop on this issue, 
planned for May 2005. 
 

• Reinforcing the development of social dialogue in the new Member States in local and 
regional government 

 The Committee established a working group to consider how best to support social 
dialogue in the local and regional government sector in the ‘new’ Member States and 
candidate countries. At the group’s first meeting on 2 June a proposal for a joint project 
was worked out. This project includes a study on employer and trade union 
organisations in local and regional government in the ‘new’ Member States and 
candidate countries.  The findings of the study will be discussed at a Conference in 
October 2005, bringing social partners across Europe together to discuss the results of 
the study and how best to promote dialogue. 

 
• Responding to the Commission’s Green Paper on Public Private Partnerships 

A working group met on 9 July to examine the Green Paper on this issue published in 
May 2004.  However CEMR-EP decided not to follow up this meeting.    

 
• Follow-up to telework joint statement 

A first discussion was held on the follow-up at national level to the statement, which 
supports the cross-sectoral agreement on telework, was held on 8 September.   

 
• PERSPECTIVES 

After only one year it is not possible to evaluate the work in the new social dialogue 
Committee.  EPSU clearly welcomes its establishment and it marks a new phase in the 
relationship with the CEMR-EP. The new Committee will give more visibility and 
attention to public services and support European policies and strategies in this area. 
For EPSU this is very important as the public sector lagging behind private sector in 
terms of number of EU sectoral committees. 
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4. Public Utilities 
Workers in the electricity and gas sector continue to be confronted with the effects of 
liberalisation of the sector by the European electricity and gas Directives. Employment 
losses have risen to 300.000 jobs, outsourcing increases, concentration of power in the 
hands of a limited number of companies has continued. Workers and their unions in the 
new Member States and candidate countries are equally concerned with these 
developments. The EU is also seeking to extend the internal market in electricity and gas to 
South East Europe. EPSU has continued to build its profile as the voice of Europe’s energy 
workers, and as one of the few critical voices remaining regarding the internal market. A 
major achievement was the Charter for transnational solidarity in an integrated industry 
adopted by Congress (see EPSU web site: http://www.epsu.org/r/148). 
Water liberalisation was a threat that hung over the sector during the year and was the 
subject of debates in the European Parliament (Green paper on services of general interest 
and Opinion on internal market strategy 2003-2006). EPSU was successful in preventing 
liberalisation. 
The waste sector saw cut-throat competition. This was exemplified by proposals by SITA 
Ost (German subsidiary of Suez) to increase working hours, to cut pay and benefits and 
leave the German employers organisation. EPSU supported the unions involved with 
success as negotiations resumed. 
 
 
20th meeting of the Standing Committee on Public Utilities. 6 February, Luxembourg 
Main items on the agenda: 
• Report on industrial actions in Czech Republic, Lithuania, Portugal; 
• Role of unions in the Hydrogen economy; 
• Intersectoral and sectoral social dialogue (electricity and gas);  
• Collective Bargaining (including on the Charter on Transnational Solidarity in an 

integrated industry); 
• Energy Policy. The issues considered were the papers by the Commission regarding 

unbundling, the new Security of Supply directive, EU-Russia energy dialogue, 
European Energy and Transport Forum, Council of European Energy Regulators; 

• Water Policy and EPSU’s campaign to prevent liberalisation; 
• Transnational companies and European Works Councils; 
• Congress preparation. 
 
 
21st meeting of the Standing Committee on Public Utilities, 30 September, 
Luxembourg 
Main issues on the agenda: 
• Report on Industrial Actions including the conflict in SITA Ost, Germany; 
• Hydrogen economy and fuel cells. It was agreed EPSU would participate in work on 

information and education; 
• Preparation for meetings with the new Commissioner Kovacs and Dutch Presidency; 
• Congress Follow up – this concerned in particular how to further advocate the Charter 

for transnational solidarity in an integrated industry and maintaining a critical perspective 
on the internal market for electricity and gas; 

• Energy Policy. Issues considered were new proposals by the Commisson on Nuclear 
Safety, internal market and security of supply, energy savings, EU-Russia Energy 
Dialogue, South East European Energy treaty, European Energy and Transport Forum. 
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EPSU has also contracted PSIRU to evaluate the internal market for electricity and gas 
in preparation of the Commission report for the European Parliament (2005); 

• Collective Bargaining; a report was presented on the collective bargaining seminar of 7-
9 May in Budapest; 

• Intersectoral and sectoral social dialogue; 
• Transnational companies and European Works Councils. 
 
New leadership team 
The Committee thanked Giacomo Berni (CGIL-FNLE), President and Bertil Dahlsten 
(SEKO), vice-president for their contribution to the work of the committee and the 
development of EPSU. Giacomo takes up new responsibilities and Ver.di Bertil has retired. 
The Standing Committee elected a new team: Sven Bergelin (, Germany) President, Jan 
Ruden (SEKO, Sweden), Reszo Gal (VdSzSz, Hungary) and Claude Pommery (CGT-
FNME, France) as vice-presidents. 
 
 
Composition of the Committee and gender balance: 
The Standing Committee on Public Utilities has 27 titular representatives and 23 substitutes 
from 25 countries. There are 2 female titulars (7.40 %) and 4 female substitutes. (17.4%) 
Two countries have both a female titular and substitute. While this can be expected in 
industries very much dominated by men, it is still below the industry average of around 15-
20%. 
 
 
Social dialogue Trade Unions and Eurelectric (electricity) 
The work programme for 2004 as adopted in 2003 was carried through.  
 
Major issues were: 
 
• Security of supply working group 21 June 

Although there was convergence on a number of issues the employers and the trade 
unions approach the subject from very different angles and joint progress was not 
thought possible except on the issue of skill needs on which a joint statement was 
adopted following the study undertaken in 2003. EPSU was represented in the working 
group by Vidar Hennum, El+It, Norway and the Deputy General Secretary. 

 
• Skill Needs project 

A joint statement was concluded. It was prepared by a working group that met on 23 
February. Dick Barry, Unison, UK, Bruno Constantini, CISL-FLAEI, Italy and the Deputy 
General Secretary represented EPSU (see EPSU web site: http://www.epsu.org/a/604). 

 
• Equality and diversity 

The university of Cardiff (Professor Fairbrother and his team) provided the social 
partners with a background study based on interviews in companies in several Member 
States. The study was accompanied by a steering committee which met several times. 
EPSU was represented by Therese Murphy, ESBOA, Ireland, Karin Harder, Ver.di, 
Germany and the Deputy General Secretary. This study was presented at a joint 
seminar on 14 December in which representatives of trade unions and employers 
participated (see EPSU web site: http://www.epsu.org/a/920). 

It was agreed that a Working Group would draw joint conclusions from the study. 
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• Corporate Social Responsibility 

Following agreement on the general terms of reference, a joint position was reached on 
the criteria for a study, 15 December (see EPSU web site: http://www.epsu.org/a/874). 

 
• Enlargement and the social dialogue 

The committee adopted a position on the need to involve the social partners from the 
countries of South East Europe in the work of the sectoral social dialogue committee. 
(see EPSU website: http://www.epsu.org/a/874). 

 
• Stress 

The social partners at intersectoral level reached agreement to address stress on 8 
October. The electricity social partners endorsed this agreement and committed to 
implementing it (see EPSU web site: http://www.epsu.org/a/874). 

 
• Employment 

The social partners requested an update of an earlier employment study (2001, 
EcoTec) including the new member states and considering the employment effect of 
new energy legislative measures. Several exchanges took place with Commission 
representatives. It will be pursued in 2005.  
No progress was made regarding the EU-Russia Energy dialogue and the demand to 
involve the social partners more. It was decided to establish a working group on health 
and safety. 
 
The following meetings took place: general Working Groups on 22 March and 15 
October. Plenary meetings on 22 June and 15 December. Regular meetings of the 
secretariats accompanied the work in progress. 

 
South East European (SEE) Energy Community 
The European Commission and countries in the Balkan region started a process of closer 
collaboration in 2002 (Athens process). This culminated in efforts to establish a South East 
European energy community based on a Treaty. The main aim of the Treaty is to extend 
the EU’s competition policy to the SEE countries by making the EU directives on the Internal 
Market for Electricity and Gas binding on the countries involved. These countries are: 
Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Kosovo (UNMIK), Macedonia, Romania, 
Serbia-Montenegro, Turkey with Austria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Slovenia as special 
members and Moldova as observer. The Treaty took a more definite shape in June. Key 
union demands concerned transparency of the process and the inclusion of a social 
dimension.  
The union campaign gained force with a seminar organised by the Commission, Stability 
Pact and Romania on 11-12 October in Bucharest. The EPSU Deputy General Secretary 
presented the trade union position. Contacts were made with the Presidency (Dutch 
government), the new Commissioner for Energy Piebalgs, Commissioner Spidla (Social 
Affairs), MEPs and national governments.  
EPSU and PSI organised a seminar on the SEE Treaty and the trade union position on 9-11 
December in Sarajevo. It was agreed to lobby, work closer together and to consider a day 
of action in 2005. The seminar received financial support from Unison, UK, and Ver.di, 
Germany (see EPSU web site: http://www.epsu.org/a/848). 
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Gas 
EPSU and affiliated unions had several contacts with the European Commission (DG-
Transport and energy) and individual gas companies to convince Eurogas to rekindle the 
social dialogue and to engage in a formal social dialogue rekindle the social dialogue. 
Eurogas is the main organisation for gas companies at European level. EPSU also 
participated in a Eurogas conference on security of supply on 31 March in Brussels and 
raised the importance of the social dialogue. We received support for our demands from the 
Commission. Eurogas’s leading bodies agreed to consider the social dialogue in June and 
contacts took place between the secretariats of Eurogas and EPSU to formalise this in a 
joint request expected in early 2005. 
 
Waste 
EPSU and TUTB, ETUC’s health and safety institute, issued a survey on the safety of 
refuse collection vehicles in connection with a discussion on vehicle safety in the EU’s 
standardisation bodies. 
 
Contacts continued with FEAD, the European waste employers organisation, at the level of 
the secretariats to explore the social dialogue. 
 
Water 
Throughout the year contacts continued between EPSU and other organisations dealing 
with water issues. There is an active network of water activists and NGOs. A joint lobby 
ensured that the European Parliament opposed liberalisation of the water sector in its 
opinion on the Internal Market Strategy in March (so-called Miller report). It has become 
clear over the year that the Commission will stop short of calling for liberalisation although it 
will seek to promote competition.  A Commission position on this was delayed because the 
EP initially withheld its endorsement of the new Commission.  
 
EPSU supported a meeting of water activists around the Belgian NGO 11.11.11 and the 
Amsterdam Water Pressure Group on 18 June in Brussels which brought together 
organisations from Europe, the Americas, Africa and Asia. Information was exchanged on 
recent developments such as the EU water facility for developing countries, the UN water 
advisory council (PSI) and trade union-NGO fights to stop liberalisation and privatisation of 
water services. Major victories where reached in Uruguay (referendum making (privatisation 
un-constitutional) and Netherlands (law against privatisation) 
 
EPSU EWC coordinators network, 29 September, Luxembourg 
The following issues were on the agenda: 
• Update on Developments – several new agreements have been concluded or updated 

such as those of Eon and Suez, a German and French utilities companies. Several 
negotiations to establish an EWC were commenced such as for the Swedish health 
care company Capio and French multi-utility Veolia Environment; 

• Mergers and Acquisitions. The EPSU Guidelines were finalised; 
• Corporate Social Responsibility. Several companies and EWCs are addressing this; 
• Outsourcing; 
• Congress decisions of relevance for the work of the network. Discussion concentrated 

on how to build the network further and items for future discussions such as the 
European Company. 
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IV. EPSU PROJECTS 
 
1. Joint LRG / NEA workshop on eGovernment at work, 12 

November, Madrid 
The aim of the workshop was to have a first reflection in EPSU on developments regarding 
eGovernment.  There were participants from both the LRG and NEA Committees.  A 
number of points were drawn from the discussions.  These can be used to direct EPSU’s 
future work on eGovernment.  In particular, the workshop underlined that there is an urgent 
need to better make the link between eGovernment, the reform of public services / public 
administration and employment.  EGovernment should not be the “tail that leads the dog”.  
 
It is not clear what the contribution of eGovernment is to the modernisation and 
improvement of public services, beyond efficiency gains and increase in speed of delivery, 
here is a lack of social and civil dialogue on eGovernment.  The definition of eGovernment, 
as fixed by the Commission (ICT+organisational change+skills) does provide workers and 
trade unions with a strong argument for getting involved and it places responsibility on 
public authorities also in their role as employers, to support such involvement.   
 
Issues such as life-long learning, skills development, eRights, and changes in the quantity 
and quality of employment are intrinsically linked to eGovernment.  Regarding employment 
not all workers are affected the same way and further research per occupation/post is 
needed on the implications of eGovernment, including on health and safety of workers.  
These are also topics for the social dialogue, between EPSU and Director Generals for 
public administration, and between EPSU and the CEMR-EP.   
 
 
2. Public procurement 
In 2004 the European Union adopted two public procurement Directives revising European 
rules on how public money is spent.  EPSU and environmental, social and fair trade NGOs, 
other trade unions, social enterprises, city networks, and many other organisations lobbied 
hard to ensure that social and environmental considerations can be taken into account in 
public procurement processes under the new Directive.  Now that the Directives are being 
transposed into national legislation we have continued to work together to support a positive 
interpretation of the Directives. 
 
As part of this work we co-produced a practical guide “Making the most of public money:  a 
practical guide to the EU procurement directives” and a campaign paper. The guide was 
launched a conference on 19 November organised by the ETUC, European Environmental 
Bureau and Social Platform of NGOs. 
 
The next step will be to collect, disseminate and promote good practices on public 
procurement involving national and/or regional and local authorities.  The Charter of 
Fundamental Rights, and in particular the references employment rights, could provide a 
framework for this. 
 
 
3. White Paper on Services of general Interest 
In its statement on the European Commission’s White Paper on Services of General 
Interest (COM(2004) 374) EPSU acknowledges a number of positive elements. The White 
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Paper makes, for example, the point that the performance of a general interest task 
prevails, in case of tension over the application of Treaty rules. 
 
On the whole though, the White Paper offers little more than was already known before its 
actual publication and is therefore overall disappointing as the outcome of a long discussion 
process.  
 
The White Paper does not remove the imbalance between general interest considerations 
and competition rules. Without making clear what constitutes a non-economic service, the 
imbalance of competition law being applied by default remains. The Commission claims to 
be ‘neutral’ as to the ownership of the service provider. This ‘neutrality’ is however not 
interpreted in the sense of positive subsidiarity, leaving it to national, regional and local 
levels to determine the organisation of public services.  
 

The Commission consistently stretches the concept of ‘services of general economic 
interest’ as part of its internal market strategy beyond the idea of removing obstacles to free 
movement by regulating trade. Rather than providing protection of services of general 
interest there is a race to apply internal market rules to every conceivable area, which has 
actually altered the capability of local and regional authorities executing self-administration. 

 
Many of the measures proposed in the White Paper in favour of services of general interest 
will only intervene as of 2005, for example the Commission’s intention to publish a 
Communication on Social Services of General Interest. The Commission will review the 
situation of services of general interest and the need for horizontal measures in 2005 and 
intends to submit a report on its findings to the European Parliament, to the Council, to the 
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions before the 
end of 2005. 
 
Whilst the Commission welcomes new Article III – 6 of the draft Constitutional Treaty and 
considers that this provision will provide an additional legal basis for Community action in 
the field of services of general economic interest, it does not proceed to submit a legal 
framework on SGI at this point in time. It will re-examine the need for and feasibility of such 
a framework once the Constitutional Treaty is in force, i.e. not before 2006.  
 
This can unfortunately imply that the work done by former MEP Philippe Herzog on the SGI 
Green Paper and the results of the intensive trade union lobbying campaign (ETUC, EPSU, 
ETF, UNI-Europa…) on the Herzog Report adopted on 14 January might be lost. This 
relates in particular to the following  elements of the Report (A5-0000/2003) calling for a 
positive legal framework with a view to: 
• establish common positive public service principles as well as  criteria to set out 

exemptions from competition policy in the case of SGEI  (instead of relying on the 
existing fallacious and dangerous distinction between economic and non-economic 
SGI);  

• uphold the right of national/local/regional administrations to run their public services; 
• ensure guarantee of funding,  
• ensure the public service mission prevails in case of conflict with EC law,  
• exclude  education, social services, social housing, water and waste from internal 

market rules;  
•  to review the evaluation of the liberalisation directives and carry out an impact 

assessment involving social partners and civil society before issuing new liberalisation 
proposals. 
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The initial demand of the rapporteur for a directive on SGI (as called for by the ETUC) could 
not gather enough support (be it from the Socialist or the PPE groups). As a compromise, 
the final report refers to an EU legal framework on SGI, to be drawn up under codecision 
rule, allowing for more flexibility. It was brought about by German Socialist MEP Rapkay as 
an acceptable compromise solution for some Members of both the Socialist and PPE 
groups opposed to giving more competence to the Commission in this policy area. 
It will be important to build upon these positive elements of the EP report which can provide 
a sound basis to mount a campaign for quality public services in the EU. I 
 
At a meeting of Philippe Herzog’s think tank ‘Confrontations’ on 21 October the EPSU 
General Secretary stressed two strategic lines: 
 
• To ensure that all Services of interest including Services of General Economic 

Interest are exempted from the Draft Services in the Internal Market Directive; 
• To change the exclusive internal market logic and to elaborate key principles of 

solidarity, equality, risk sharing, territorial cohesion and safeguarding subsidiarity 
principles.  

  
The SGI ad-hoc working group meeting on 9 December held a discussion on how to move 
forward the campaign for a positive approach to SGI at EU level, building upon the Herzog 
report. The discussion will continue in 2005. 
 
 
4. Draft Services Directive  
The EPSU Steering Committee had a first discussion on the draft Services in the internal 
market Directive in February, shortly after the text was published by the Commission. Our 
initial concerns about the Directive –on its scope, the inclusion of SGI, the impact on social 
and employment law and collective agreements, the absence of quality standards, definition 
 - were reinforced in subsequent discussions, including in the two meetings of the EPSU ad 
hoc working groups on SGI, in May and December. 
 
EPSU was active in ETUC discussions on the Directive which took place throughout the 
year, and also in discussions with the European Parliament. We produced a campaigning 
leaflet “10 reasons to say NO to the services directive” for the Hearing in the Parliament 
organised in November and the Directive was one of the issue dealt with in the Executive 
Committee’s special session on lobbying, held in November 2004. 
 
EPSU joined the demonstration organised by the European Federation of Building and 
Woodworkers on 25 November. 
 
The Directive will be a key EPSU concern during 2005. 
 
 
5. Public – Private Partnerships, EPSU position 
EPSU’s Executive Committee meeting in September 2004 adopted a response to the Green 
Paper on Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) and public procurement which was published 
by the European Commission in May. It sets out to challenge the logic underpinning the 
Green Paper and to call for a more coherent, balanced, approach by the EU to PPPs 
 
EPSU’s has many longstanding concerns about PPPs. These have been discussed in 
particular in the Standing Committee on Local and Regional Government, which organised 
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for example a survey and workshop on PPPs in 2003 and which also discussed the Green 
Paper on PPPs with the Employers Platform of CEMR on July 9 2004.  
 
EPSU’ work has been supported by PSIRU who published a paper clarifying the terms and 
the definitions used in PPPs and a response to DG Regio’s “Guide to successful PPPs”. 
PSIRU carried out a critique on the Green Paper on PPPs and this formed the basis of 
EPSU’s own response ‘ (see www.epsu.org/a/85 and www.epsu.org/a/657). 
 
EPSU will organise a Conference on PPPs on May 9-10 2005. 
 
 
6. Working Time Directive 
The issue of Working Time and in particular the Working Time directive was a main issue 
for EPSU in 2004. The reason the issue was so high profile was twofold; the terms of the 
working time directive adopted in 1992 made provision for 5 yearly assessment of 
implementation. This provided the procedural ‘policy space’ for the European Institutions. 
The pressing, and much more significant reason, was the decision of the European Court of 
Justice to find in favour of Norbert Jaeger in the definition of on-call duty in the work place 
as being defined as working time (Landeshaupstadt Kiel v Jaeger ECJ Case C-151/02 on 9th 
September 2003). The political response to this decision was to formulate a ‘revision of 
certain aspects of the working time directive’.  
 
The European Commission launched a consultation process, significantly choosing not to 
consult the social partners first, as required by article 138 of the EU treaty, but rather a 
consultation of civil society as a whole.  
 
The EPSU HSS Standing Committee was charged with formulating the EPSU response to 
this. The main items were that the; Jaeger judgement should be respected; the individual 
opt-out should be phased out; genuine incentives to improve life-work balance should be 
introduced; and that the social dialogue process in the hospital sector was an ideal location 
to resolve the very particular issues pertaining to this sector.  
 
The EPSU Executive Committee adopted this response on 5 March 2004 (see 
www.epsu.org/a/452). 
 
However in September 2004, having ‘assessed’ the responses to the consultation process, 
the Commission released its formal proposal on “reorganising certain aspects of the working 
time directive”. This proposal posed enormous difficulties as it advocated a new ‘inactive’ 
category of work, the retention of the individual opt-out, and the possibility to extend 
reference periods to 12 months.  
 
In addition to submitting a formal response to the European Commission, the EPSU 
Secretariat was also charged with co-ordinating responses with the ETUC, ECOSOC and 
European Parliament. 
 
The ETUC established a working group on working time, which met on 5 occasions during 
the course of 2004. EPSU secretariat participated in these meetings. The policy positions of 
EPSU and ETUC were largely complimentary. The added dimension of the health sector 
made the EPSU role within the working group more significant. However the realities of the 
speed of the social dialogue process in the hospital sector illustrated that there would not be 
any ‘sectoral containment’ of the issue for the foreseeable future.  
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ECOSOC 
EPSU has attended the Economic and Social Committee meetings on this issue. The 
Committee submitted a general consultation response but there were major differences of 
opinion between the groups. Therefore the report was submitted late and included 
dissenting minority opinions. EPSU co-ordinated with the Group III section to ensure that 
the views of EPSU were reflected. 
 
European Parliament 
The newly elected Parliament has retain Alonso Cercas MEP (PES) as the rapporteur for 
the issue. EPSU held a meeting with CERCAS to discuss co-ordination. It was clear that the 
EP opinion would be to compromise on the issue of reference periods and to attempt to 
illustrate the practical problems posed by the ‘inactive time’ category and to continue to 
advocate for an eventual phasing out of the individual opt-out.  
 
Evaluation 
The issue of the reformulation of the working time directive was a key issue for the EPSU 
secretariat and certain affiliates during 2004. However it was clear that in order to directly 
influence the debate national engagement of member state governments needs to be 
development by EPSU affiliates. The gaps in this strategy are apparent by the relatively 
weak coverage of the debate in the Council of Ministers.  
 
 
7. EPSU Collective Bargaining Conference, 20-21 October, 

Brussels 
The main areas of work and events in collective bargaining during the year were: 
• Maintaining and building the epsucob@ network; 
• Improving the flow of information through epsucob@NEWS; 
• Carrying out a pay and conditions survey;  
• Developing the pay and conditions database;  
• Publishing annual report on collective bargaining and social dialogue;  
• Organising the 3rd EPSU collective bargaining conference; 
• Collaborating with ETUCO on a seminar on collective bargaining in the utilities; and  
• Contributing to a ver.di seminar and publication on the co-ordination of collective 

bargaining. 
 
epsucob@ network  
EPSU’s collective bargaining network, epsucob@, was set up in 2003 and now has 80 
correspondents across 30 countries. Each correspondent is responsible for sending news 
on collective bargaining to the EPSU secretariat and this is then distributed throughout the 
network. 
 
In practice, the network has so far mainly been used to collect information through 
questionnaires in order to establish a basic database of pay and conditions information or to 
produce the equal pay and lifelong learning reports. Much of the information distributed to 
the network is in the form of circulars or newsletters compiled by the secretariat. 
 
Therefore although the structure of the network is in place more work still has to be done to 
improve the two-way flow of information.  
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epsucob@NEWS (see www.epsu.org/r/121) 

 
Since March of this year EPSU has been circulating a monthly round of news items on 
collective bargaining around Europe. At the moment stories are taken mainly from member 
organisations’ websites. The focus is on pay and conditions negotiations, strikes and 
demonstrations and other developments in collective bargaining.  
 
During the year the newsletter included over 160 news items from 25 different countries. 
These can all be read on the collective bargaining pages on the EPSU website. 
 
Pay and conditions survey 
All EPSU affiliates were sent questionnaires in May. The aim was to provide information on 
latest developments in collective bargaining and get some basic data for the pay and 
conditions database. Over the next few months a series of reminders produced over 50 
responses from affiliates in 22 different countries and some of the material was used in the 
first annual report on collective bargaining. 
 
Although the response rate was quite encouraging there were still some important gaps in 
information both in terms of major countries and key sectors. At the end of 2004 the 
questionnaires were revised in the light of some of the problems identified in the early 
responses and then translated into the main EPSU languages. These will be distributed 
early in 2005 and will hopefully encourage more responses. 
 
Pay and conditions database (see www.epsu.org/r/156) 
The aim of the database is to provide the secretariat and affiliates with a simple way of 
checking up on the pay and conditions negotiations covering public service workers around 
Europe.  
 
The database was developed by the UK-based Public Services International Research Unit 
(PSIRU), building upon a structure initially developed for EPSU some years earlier when it 
carried out specific pay and conditions surveys in the water and energy sectors. 
 
The database contains details of pay, hours and holidays as well as an outline of bargaining 
arrangements. Initially the data was collected on the basis of questionnaires completed by 
EPSU affiliates with around 50 responses so far. The aim will be to try to update the 
database as and when affiliates negotiate changes to pay and conditions. 
 
It was hoped that the database would be available to EPSU affiliates via the EPSU website 
from October 2004. However, a key technical issue arose which we have been trying to 
resolve in collaboration with David Hall of PSIRU and Xavier Dutoit, our website adviser. We 
were concerned that the database should be set up to make it as simple as possible to use 
and to update and that major development would not be necessary for some time. We are 
now optimistic that progress will be made quickly during the first few months of 2005. 
 
Annual report 
A report on collective bargaining and social dialogue was prepared for the October 
conference. It was decided to cover the period 2002-2004 in order to provide a useful 
update on the development of EPSU’s collective bargaining work and progress with the 
social dialogue.  
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Conference – 20-21 October 
This was the third EPSU collective bargaining conference and was well attended with 65 
participants from 19 countries. After general introductions on the intersectoral social 
dialogue and collective bargaining by ETUC speakers, the conference discussed more 
specific developments affecting EPSU affiliates.  
 
There were then discussions on a number of themes: low pay, equal pay, lifelong learning, 
performance related pay, outsourcing. It was agreed that low pay and outsourcing would 
form an important part of the work programme during 2005. 
 
Collective bargaining in the utilities – ETUCO/EPSU seminar 7 – 9 May 
EPSU and ETUCO organised a collective bargaining seminar for trade unions in the 
electricity and gas sector in the new Member States. This was a two-and-a-half day event 
with 18 participants, of which 14 were from the Czech and Slovakian Republics, Hungary 
and Slovenia. After a wide-ranging discussion about the challenges facing unions in the 
utilities, it was agreed that the threat of outsourcing should be investigated further with a 
view to attempting some form of co-ordinated action in this area. This was then taken up at 
the utilities standing committee in September and will be discussed there again in early 
2005. 
 
Co-ordinating collective bargaining – Ver.di seminar 25-26 May 
In the light of pressures facing trade unions following EU enlargement, Ver.di arranged this 
conference to discuss what kind of progress had been made in co-ordinating collective 
bargaining in the various sectors in which it organizes. EPSU contributed to the discussion 
and wrote a more detailed piece on co-ordinating collective bargaining and social dialogue 
for a book exploring the themes of the conference, “Autonomie im Laufstall? 
Gewerkschaftliche Lohnpolitik in Euroland”. 
 
 
8. Training the trainers – Pilot the EPSU Toolkit, 19-21 March, 

Elewijt, Belgium 
Twenty-five participants from fourteen countries attended this seminar. The tutors for the 
seminar were Jane Pillinger and Carola Fischbach-Pyttel.  
 
The two-day seminar had the following aims: 
 
• To raise awareness about European integration and policies impacting on unions at the 

national level; 
 
• To pilot the EPSU Toolkit and discuss the content and activities of the EPSU Toolkit; 
 
• To identify ways in which the EPSU Toolkit can be used at the national level; 
 
• To promote networking between trade union educators from EPSU affiliates; 
 
The seminar consisted of working groups (three activities) and plenary sessions.  
 
There was an exchange of experiences about trade union education activities on European 
issues. Several unions were engaged in educational work that has a European content, 
whilst others could see the development of shop stewards and membership training with a 
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greater attention to European integration and the impact of EU legislation on the domestic 
agenda and national policies. There was also a discussion of different learning methods, 
including distance learning using the Internet, mixed mode learning (Internet based learning 
with face-to-face learning). Examples were given of Internet based learning in Poland; 
mixed mode learning in the RCN in the UK; and Internet based distance learning that is 
being used by Kommunal members in Sweden (see www.globalrespekt.nu and 
www.inocoba.de).  
 
The seminar discussed how the EPSU Toolkit could be used at the national level and also 
priorities for action.  
 
• Through round tables, seminars and courses at union and confederal levels; 
• Develop sub-regional seminars e.g. in border areas, between Romania and Bulgaria; in 

the Balkans, in the Baltic States etc; 
• Run sectoral-based courses; 
• Develop an information campaign on the EPSU Toolkit at the national level, including 

coverage in union newspapers and newsletters; 
• Disseminate the Toolkit widely; 
• Translate into as many different languages as possible (Romanian and Turkish 

languages were particularly requested); 
• Draw up a trade union learning action plan to use the Toolkit and to network with 

unions in other countries; 
• Identify trainers, advisors and experts who could facilitate and provide expertise at 

European, sub-regional and national courses. 
 
Suggestions for resources and information that could support the Toolkit included: 
 
• Use of learning and other resources available on the ETUCO and EPSU web sites (see 

www.etuc.org/etuco and www.epsu.org); 
• Identify links on national union web sites; 
• Disseminate the Toolkit and EPSU resources; 
• Establish a chat room / discussion forum on the EPSU web site (via an EPSU 

education page); 
• Develop web distance-learning materials linked to the EPSU web site. 
 
Ideas for networking included: 
 
• Establish a core network of trainers in public service unions; 
• Use the Internet and proposed EPSU education web page for maintaining contact with 

the network; 
• Run a follow-up seminar of the group to evaluate progress; 
• Establish transnational projects and partnerships; 
• Under the EPSU umbrella establish bi-lateral cooperation; 
• Establish an EPSU education page with resources and chat room; 
• Support unions in running activities on behalf of EPSU; 
• Facilitate a European exchange on education matters in cooperation with ETUCO. 

 
 
9. Networking of public service unions in the Baltic States in an 

Enlarged Europe, 3-5 September, Tallinn 
Twenty-three participants from EPSU affiliates in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania attended this 
seminar. The seminar was facilitated by Jane Pillinger, Carola Fischbach-Pyttel and Johan 
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Peanberg (NOFS, Sweden). This was a follow-up on to the successful seminar held in Riga 
(28-30 September 2003) that had agreed a number of actions leading towards the 
development of a Baltic trade union network. In addition, participants at the seminar 
highlighted the need to better understand and become involved as trade union partners in 
projects and initiatives funded by the EU Structural Funds. 
 
The seminar had the following learning objectives: 
 
• Follow up on actions agreed at the Riga seminar, 28-30 September 2003; 
• Further develop the network of public service unions in the Baltic States; 
• Identify priorities for activities under the European Structural Funds; 
• Prioritise activities that need to be developed at the national level. 
 
The seminar explored what had been carried out in the unions since the Riga seminar and 
highlighted a number of difficulties faced by the unions in being taken seriously as partners 
in collective bargaining and decision-making. Key issues were raised about the funding of 
public services. Carola Fischbach-Pyttel gave an overview of the role of unions in an 
enlarged Europe and addressed the challenges facing unions at the national level as well 
as at the European level. A key role was the need for more effective networking of unions.  
 
There was also a session that explored the ways in which unions could become involved as 
partners in European Structural Fund projects as project partners and project developers, 
as well as how trade unions could influence the development of the funds and their 
priorities at the national level. A speaker, Marge Moisamaa from the Estonian Government’s 
European Social Fund Unit gave an overview of the European Structural Fund priorities and 
funding programmes. Jane Pillinger examined the roles of the unions in the development of 
the Estonian, Lithuanian and Latvian National Development Plans for the Implementation of 
the EU Structural Funds 2004-2006 and posed a number of challenges to the unions about 
how they could be involved in this round of funds and the post-2006 funding regimes. 
Working groups explored different ways in which the unions could gain access to funds for 
new activities and a number of suggestions were made about the design of projects and the 
planning, networking, funding and management capabilities that unions need to develop in 
order to access the funds. This activity helped unions to develop plans for getting involved 
in the EU Structural Funds, with ideas for specific projects that could be drawn up in 
partnership with the government, local authorities or other employers in the public services. 
Key issues about the networking of hospitals were also raised, particularly as this was an 
important role given to the reform of the health sector in the Baltic States in the National 
Development Plans.  
 
The seminar went on to discuss the role of the proposed Baltic Trade Union Network and to 
identify a working structure for it. Participants considered the Baltic Trade Union Network to 
be very important to strengthen and reinforce activities at the national level, including the 
development of joint campaigns and training programmes. Two coordinators were 
nominated from each country, as well as an overall coordinator. The objective was that the 
network would meet on a regular basis (with initial funding provided for travel and expenses 
by EPSU).  
 
The Baltic coordinators had a first meeting on 26 – 27 October in Riga organised by Andis 
Burkevics, Latvian Trade Union “Energija” and sponsored by EPSU. 
 
The main aim of the meeting was to discuss a framework of future co-operation within the 
network of Baltic trade unions/ EPSU affiliates. 
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Participants agreed that the work of the network should be guided by following principles: 
• mutual and coordinated work within the EPSU and PSI system; 
• all decisions must be adopted unanimously (possibly with the exception of financial 

matters like adoption of the budget); 
• formation of common position with regard to urgent matters both at the Baltic and the 

EU level; 
• exchange of information and support in resolution of domestic conflicts if trade union(s) 

concerned so requests. 
Participants concluded that irrespective of the fact whether or not the network could get 
financial support from “outside” trade unions concerned should financially contribute to a 
proper functioning of the network.  
 
 
10. ETUCO – EPSU Seminar The changing role of trade unions in 

the public sector (East/West), 3-5 December, Cyprus 
25 participants from 14 countries participated in the seminar. Anne-Marie Perret, Jane 
Pillinger, and  Jean-Claude Le Douaron were seminar tutors. 
  
The seminar explored the role of public services in the countries represented and the 
impact of European integration on public services at the national level. The new “Toolkit for 
the Eurotrainers” was the starting point of the group discussions.  
 
The working groups reported the following common findings: 
• There is a need to make a difference between the public utility sector and the health 

and state or regional administration sectors when assessing trends in the restructuring 
of public services; 

• The picture is different for the utilities sector where privatisation and outsourcing seem 
to become the main problem especially in the telecom and energy sector. EDF, 
Ruhrgas, EON are active in all countries. European Works Councils should be a tool to 
organise information exchange. 

 
Privatisation occurs in cleaning and catering in the health sector and in state administration 
and even in the core parts of the health service in some countries. The low level of public 
expenditure and under-resourcing leads to low wages and job losses as part of the 
restructuring process. 
In the health sector governments are moving towards social insurance systems (Romania, 
Bulgaria, Slovakia). 
All trade unions rely on collective bargaining although there are restrictions on the right to 
strike in some countries. Enforcing collective agreements is a problem in a number of 
countries since employers, especially Multinational Companies, are reluctant to join 
employers’ organisations. 
 
The issue of low wages in the public sector in the new member countries constitutes a real 
problem for trade unions. Highly skilled employees are leaving those sectors to work in 
other countries or other activities. 
  
Presentations were given on: 
• The framework directive on information and consultation at national level; 
• The role of EPSU in the European context of deregulation and liberalisation of public 

services and the impact of European Integration on Public Services; 
• Decision-making structures in Europe.  
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Proposals made by the working groups included: 
 
• Public service unions must influence public opinion about public services. An important 

issue is to update members and let them know what is happening at the European level 
– without creating panic; 

• Trade unions have to learn to work at the European level and to coordinate among 
themselves; 

• Lobby work is necessary both at the national and the European level. Especially in the 
new Member States trade union members require information about what is going on in 
the European Institutions.  

 
It was proposed to foresee a “training the trainers” seminar as a pilot project involving new 
and old countries’ trade union trainers. Those trainers could then, in each country, train 
another round of trainers so that each trade union has at least one trainer competent on 
European trade union matters. The training programmes and issues must be adapted to the 
specificity of each sector. The toolkit could be one of the materials used in national training 
trainers events. 
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V. ETUC/EUROPEAN UNION 
 
1. ETUC Executive Committee 
 
The ETUC Executive Committee met on 17-18 March, 9-10 June, 14-15 October and 01-02 
December. The EPSU General Secretary held a vice presidency position until June as a 
member of the ETUC Steering Committee. 4 The Steering Committee met on 13 February, 
17 March, 9 June, 13 July, 21 September, 13 October and 9 November. 
 
ETUC activities were marked by the enlargement of the European Union on 1 May, the 
elections to the European Parliament and last but not least the difficult process of 
confirming the new Commission members. These events have changed the parameters for 
trade union action considerably. The very liberal orientation of the Commission is likely to 
continue or even to become more accentuated and the right-wing political majority in the 
European Parliament represents an enormous challenge in terms of exerting an influence 
on policy making. ETUC staged a day of action on 2 and 3 April with the theme ‘Europe – 
That’s us’, which was generally well supported.   
 
The new ETUC Secretariat which took office after the May 2003 Congress has now 
asserted itself. Still, the ETUC is faced with a number of internal problems, relating for 
example to the Commission funding of the ETUC institutes. The Commission is only willing 
to provide funding for one organization, and not for three as is currently the case. An 
internal working group has therefore been set up to adapt the current construction to the 
Commission’s requirement whilst keeping in so far as possible the distinct missions of the 
ETUI, ETUCO and the TUTB. 
 
It was also necessary for the ETUC to establish a non-profit making organisation under 
Belgian law in order to access certain EU funds. It is called Social Development Agency  
(ASBL).  
 
The main issues for consideration: 
 
Draft services directive 
 
The proposal for a directive on Services in the Internal Market was presented by the 
Commission in March, (COM(2004) 2 final/3). This proposal has certainly been the major 
focal point of concerted European trade union action, mobilising ETUC member 
organisations, with EPSU playing a prominent role. In its 10 social tests for the Irish 
Presidency the ETUC demanded for the Commission to initiate procedure for a framework 
directive on services of general interest or to impose a legislative moratorium concerning 
liberalisation. Various demonstrations were organised to express the union strong 
opposition to the directive in its present form, culminating in a joint demonstration of the 
European Federation of Building and Wood Workers and EPSU on 25 November. 
 
The ETUC kept permanent contact with the relevant Council working group and regular 
briefing sessions were organised to assess the evolution of the discussion.  
 

                                                
4 The position of vice president is subject to rotation amongst members of the ETUC 
Steering Committee 
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The European Parliament only started with its deliberations on the draft services directive 
with a hearing on 11 November, organised by the socialist lead rapporteur Evelyne 
Gebhardt. ETUC Confederal Secretary, Catelene Passchier, presented the main ETUC 
concerns against the directive, relating to the implications of the country of origin principle 
for labour law and collective agreements. (EPSU position and activities on draft services 
directive see part IV, item 3 of this report). 
 
Revision of the working time directive 
 
The European Social Partners ETUC and UNICE, UAPME and CEEP were unable to find 
common ground to enter into negotiations on a revision of the working time directive.  
 
The Commission presented its proposals to amend the working time directive with 
COM(2004) 607 final in September.  
The ETUC has criticised the revisions proposed by the Commission on three main grounds:  
 
• The individual opt-out would be allowed to continue, albeit under stricter conditions; 
• The reference period is extended from 4 to 12 months; 
• And on-call duty (at the workplace) will only count as working time if actually worked.  
 
The employers’ organisations also attacked the Commission because of the stricter 
conditions for the opt-out. But in fact with these proposals, the Commission has bent to 
employer’s pressure. It also blatantly ignores the substance of the three successive ECJ 
rulings on on-call duty. 
 
The challenge is now to influence the work of the European Parliament on this matter. 
Alejandro Cercas is the rapporteur for the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs and 
presented a report (A5-0026/2004 FINAL) in January calling for an abolition of the opt-out 
(for EPSU position and activities see section IV, item 6). 
 
Lisbon Strategy and Kok II 
 
The assessment of the Lisbon strategy was an important element for ETUC work in the 
year. ETUC considers that the European Union should work towards the reinforcement of 
the implementation of the Lisbon strategy, in particular to focus on the creation of more and 
better jobs, full employment, the creation of the knowledge-based society and an increase 
of women’s participation in the labour market.  ETUC continues to criticise the inflexibility of 
the Growth and Stability Pact as an excuse to render action in support of employment 
creation impossible.  
 
The Commission established a second high level group under the chairmanship of Wim Kok 
to look at the Lisbon strategy. ETUC was represented by Wanja Lundby Wedin (LO, 
Sweden) and Fritz Verzetnitsch (ÖGB, Austria). The Group submitted its report in October 
and it was discussed at the Tri-partite summit on 4 November. Despite a number of critical 
comments the ETUC overall felt that the KOK II report contained some elements on which 
the unions could build upon in the further discussion on the mid-term review of the Lisbon 
strategy. The December Executive Committee adopted key demands for the mid-term 
review, urging the EU to restore the basic Lisbon approach and to combine objectives in the 
economic, the social and sustainability field. 
 
The ETUC Executive Committee also agreed to organise a further demonstration to 
coincide with the 2005 Spring Coucil on 19 March focussing on: 
• More and better jobs; 
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• Workers security in the face of delocalisation; 
• Against the Services Directive. 
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Draft EU Constitution 
 
The Draft Constitutional Treaty was adopted by Heads of State and Governments on 18 
July 2004. The Constitutional Treaty has to be ratified by Member States by June 2006 
either through national parliaments or referendum.  
 
The ETUC in cooperation with the Observatoire Social Européen (OSE) organised a 
Conference on 12 – 13 June 2004.  
 
The subsequent ETUC Steering Committee of 13 June 2004 adopted a resolution in 
support of the EU Constitution. A further discussion took place at the ETUC Executive 
Committee in October. 
 
The most important positive elements of the EU Constitutional Treaty as compared with 
current EC Treaties are: 
• The specific recognition of the role of the Social Partners and of the Tripartite Social 

Summit (Article I-47); 
• The incorporation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights as part II; 
• Gender equality as value of the Union  (Article I-2); 
• ‘Social market economy’ and ‘full employment’ as objective of the Union (Article I-3) 

as well as the promotion of ‘social justice’ and ‘solidarity between generations’ and 
the combat against ‘social exclusion and discrimination’ (Article I-3); 

• Social policy is expressly recognised as ‘shared competence’ and not only 
‘complementary competence’ (Article I-13); 

• The right of initiative for Citizens (Article I-46 principle of participatory democracy); 
• A new social clause as horizontal policy provision (Article III-2a); 
• A legal base for Services of General Economic Interest (Article III-6); 
• Legislation on social security of migrant workers no longer requires unanimity (Article 

III-21); 
• Open coordination is recognised as a tool for social and industrial policy (Article III-

107). 
 
After lengthy and also controversial discussion, the ETUC Executive followed and endorsed 
the Steering Committee position by a large majority (see ETUC web site: 
http://www.etuc.org/a/141). 
 
 
Turkey 
 
At its October meeting the ETUC Executive adopted a resolution in favour of Turkey’s 
accession to the European Union. The resolution confirms the terms of an earlier resolution 
from 1997, underlining Turkey’s place in the European economic and political space and its 
European vocation. The resolution recognises the efforts made by the Turkish government 
to meet the political criteria laid down in Copenhagen. The resolution stresses that efforts 
have to be stepped up in the areas of social rights, trade union rights and the laws 
governing associations.  
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2. Intersectoral Social Dialogue 
 
Negotiations on Stress at the work place 

 
The delegations of the ETUC and UNICE, UAPME and the CEEP concluded negotiations of 
the draft framework agreement on work related stress on 27 May (see ETUC web site: 
http://www.etuc.org/a/529). 
 
The ETUC Executive Committee of 9 – 10 June noted the outcome of the negotiations and 
agreed that a written consultation procedure amongst ETUC affiliates should determine the 
definite approval of the draft framework agreement with a deadline of 31 July.  
 
EPSU affiliates were informed of the evolution of the negotiations in General Circulars 6 of 
5 May, 7 of 18 May and 9 of 29 June which included the draft agreement.  
 
EPSU also launched a written consultation amongst titular Executive Committee members 
covered by the agreement and the 2/3 majority required was obtained. In the ETUC 
Executive Committee the vote was 75 : 6.   
 
The agreement aims to  
 
• Increase awareness and understanding of employers, workers and their 

representatives of work-related stress; 
• Draw attention to signs that could indicate problems of work-related stress. 
 
The objective is to provide employers and workers with a framework to identify and prevent 
or manage problems of work-related stress.  
 
The agreement recognises inter alia that work-related stress can involve an analysis of 
factors, such as work organisation and processes (working time arrangements, degree of 
autonomy, match between workers skills and job requirements, workload, etc.), working 
conditions and environment (exposure to abusive behaviour, noise, heat, dangerous 
substances, etc.). 
 
The agreement reiterates the legal obligation of employers to protect the occupational 
safety and health of workers under framework directive 89/391.  This duty also applies to 
problems of work-related stress in so far as they entail a risk to health and safety. 
 
Importantly, the agreement provides for measures to prevent, eliminate or reduce problems 
of work-related stress. These measures can be collective, individual or both. If expertise 
inside the work place is insufficient, competent external expertise can be called upon. 
 
The main problem remains with the ‘voluntary’ nature of this agreement. The ETUC 
delegation interprets this notion of ‘voluntary agreement’ as meaning an agreement 
concluded in the ‘autonomy’ of the social partners, but having a binding character. The 
employers’ side, however, tends to interpret the term ‘voluntary’ as being left to the 
discretion of the employers. Besides other issues of substance, it is this point in particular 
that has raised a lot of discussion amongst members of the ETUC delegation. The majority 
of the ETUC delegation members however judged the overall added value of the draft 
framework agreement as such as to recommend adoption by both parties. It was however 
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stressed, that before engaging into any further negotiations the nature of ‘voluntary 
agreements’ needed to be clarified with the employers’ organisations.  
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VI.  APPENDICES 
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1. Lists of Committees Members 
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE/COMITÉ EXÉCUTIF 
COMITÉ EJECUTIVO/EXEKUTIVAUSSCHUß/EXEKUTIVKOMMITTÉN 

 

Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F 

Function Rotatio
n 

Italy FP-CGIL SALFI Anna F EPSU 
President 

 

France FGF-FO PERRET Anne-Marie F EPSU Vice 
President 

 

United 
Kingdom 

UNISON PRENTIS Dave M EPSU Vice 
President 

 

Belgium EPSU FISCHBACH-
PYTTEL 

Carola F EPSU 
General 
Secretary 

 

Belgium EPSU GOUDRIAAN Jan-Willem M EPSU 
Deputy 
General 
Secretary 

 

Austria GÖD/FSG HOLZER Richard M Titular EC  
Austria GdG HUNDSTORFER Rudolf M Substitute 

EC 
 

Belgium CGSP-ALR LIEBEN Gilbert M Titular EC 1st two 
years 
and a 
half 

Belgium CCSP HAMELINCK Luc M Substitute 
EC 

1st two 
years 
and a 
half 

Belgium CCSP HAMELINCK Luc M Titular EC 2nd two 
years 
and a 
half 

Belgium CGSP-ALR LIEBEN Gilbert M Substitute 
EC 

2nd two 
years 
and a 
half 

Bulgaria FTU-HS KOKALOV Ivan 
Angelov 

M Titular EC  

Bulgaria FCIW-PODK PARTENIOTIS Ioanis M Substitute 
EC 

 

Croatia TUWHSSPSDPI OSTRIC-ANIC Ljiljana F Titular EC  
Cyprus PA.SY.DY HADJIPETROU Glafkos M Titular EC  
Czech 
Republic 

TUHSSC SCHLANGER Jiri M Titular EC  

Czech 
Republic 

TUSBI VONDROVA Alena F Substitute 
EC 

 

Denmark FOA KRISTENSEN Dennis M Titular EC  
Denmark DNO CHRISTENSEN Grete F Substitute 

EC 
 

Denmark HK/Stat & StK WALDORFF Peter M Titular EC  
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Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F 

Function Rotatio
n 

Denmark DJOEF RASMUSSEN Mogens 
Kring 

M Substitute 
EC 

 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Titular EC  
Estonia ETTAL SCHMIDT Ulle F Substitute 

EC 
 

Finland KTV SANTAMAKI-
VUORI 

Tuire F Titular EC  

Finland Talentia MALMSTRÖM Eila F Substitute 
EC 

 

Finland Pardia KRATS Matti M Titular EC  
Finland TEHY LAITINEN 

PESOLA 
Jaana F Substitute 

EC 
 

France FNME-CGT POMMERY Claude M Titular EC  
France INTERCO CFDT MALINGE Philippe M Substitute 

EC 
 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung 

BSIRSKE Frank M Titular EC  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung 

PASCHKE Ellen F Substitute 
EC 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung 

ZAHN Christian M Titular EC  

Germany MB MONTGOMERY Frank Ulrich M Substitute 
EC 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung 

POLZER Ursula F Titular EC  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung 

MARTIN Kurt M Substitute 
EC 

 

Greece ADEDY VRETTAKOS Ilias M Titular EC  
Greece ADEDY DOLGYRAS Ilias M Substitute 

EC 
 

Hungary VDSZSZ GAL Rezsö M Titular EC  
Hungary EDDSZ CSER Agnes F Substitute 

EC 
 

Iceland BSRB JONASSON Ögmundur M Titular EC  
Iceland BSRB ANDRESSON Jens M Substitute 

EC 
 

Ireland IMPACT BUTLER Alexander M Titular EC  
Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair M Substitute 

EC 
 

Italy FPS-CISL TARELLI Rino M Titular EC  
Italy FP-CGIL PODDA Carlo M Substitute 

EC 
 

Latvia LTUE BURKEVICS Andis M Titular EC  
Latvia LVSADA VIKSNA Ruta F Substitute 

EC 
 

Lithuania LTUSE PETRAITIENE Irena F Titular EC  
Lithuania LVPF NEMANIUS Romualdas M Substitute 

EC 
 

Luxembourg CGT-L JUNGEN Tom M Titular EC  
Luxembourg CGT-L TURPEL Justin M Substitute 

EC 
 

Malta GWU ATTARD Josephine F Titular EC  
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Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F 

Function Rotatio
n 

SULTANA 
Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV VAN PIJPEN Jenneke F Titular EC  
Norway NUMGE DAVIDSEN Jan M Titular EC  
Norway NTL LILLEHEIE Turid F Substitute 

EC 
 

Poland HPS Solidarnosc OCHMAN Maria F Titular EC  
Poland HPS Solidarnosc GREGER Jadwiga F Substitute 

EC 
 

Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS 
SANTOS 

Jorge M Titular EC 1st and 
5th year 

Portugal STAL BRAZ Francisco M Titular EC 2nd and 
4th year 

Portugal STAL BRAZ Francisco M Substitute 
EC 

1st, 3rd 
and 5th 
year 

Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS 
SANTOS 

Jorge M Substitute 
EC 

4th year 

Portugal STE BETTENCOURT Leodolfo M Titular EC 3rd year 
Portugal STE BETTENCOURT Leodolfo M Substitute 

EC 
2nd year 

Slovakia SOZKaSO GALLOVA Ivana F Titular EC  
Slovenia SDE Slovenije DOLAR Franc M Titular EC  
Slovenia ZSV LEKSE Nevenka F Substitute 

EC 
 

Spain FSAP-CC.OO HIGUERAS  Manuel M Titular EC 1st two 
years 
and a 
half 

Spain FSP-UGT LACUERDA  Julio M Substitute 
EC 

1st two 
years 
and a 
half 

Spain FSP-UGT LACUERDA  Julio M Titular EC 2nd two 
years 
and a 
half 

Spain FSAP-CC.OO HIGUERAS  Manuel M Substitute 
EC 

2nd two 
years 
and a 
half 

Sweden Kommunal THÖRN Ylva F Titular EC  
Sweden SEKO RUDEN Jan M Substitute 

EC 
 

Sweden SKTF NORDMARK Eva F Titular EC  
Sweden SAHP FERNVALL-

MARKSTED 
Eva F Substitute 

EC 
 

Sweden Fackförbundet ST CARNHEDE Annette F Titular EC  
Sweden SSR JOHANSSON Christin F Substitute 

EC 
 

Switzerland VPÖD/SSP SCHUEPP Doris F Titular EC  
Turkey Türk Harb-Is CIMEN Osman M Titular EC  
Turkey SES KANLIBAS Olcay F Substitute 

EC 
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Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F 

Function Rotatio
n 

United 
Kingdom 

PCS LANNING Hugh M Titular EC  

United 
Kingdom 

FBU GILCHRIST Andy M Substitute 
EC 

 

United 
Kingdom 

PROSPECT THURSTON Jenny F Titular EC  

United 
Kingdom 

FDA BAUME Jonathan M Substitute 
EC 

 

United 
Kingdom 

GMB STRUTTON Brian M Titular EC  

United 
Kingdom 

T&G ALLENSON Peter M Substitute 
EC 

 

France PSI ENGELBERTS Hans M Titular EC  
France PSI BUXBAUM Jürgen M Substitute 

EC 
 

Norway NUMGE STANGNES Tove F Titular 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

Denmark FOA CHRISTENSEN Lisa Dahl F Substitute 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

United 
Kingdom 

UNISON SNAPE Liz F Titular 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

United 
Kingdom 

RCN BREWER Sheelagh F Substitute 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung 

MORGENSTERN Vera F Titular 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung 

WOLFSTÄDTER Alexa F Substitute 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

France FSS-CFDT JANNIN Marie-
Christine 

F Titular 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

Belgium SLFP SWAERTEBROEKX Anny F Substitute 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

Spain FES-CC.OO ALENDE MACEIRA Maria José F Titular 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

Portugal STAL SANTOS Patricia F Substitute 
additional 
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Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F 

Function Rotatio
n 

Women's 
seats 

Austria GÖD/FSG WIENKER-
SALOMON 

Eva F Titular 
additional 
Women's 
seats 

 

As per paragraph 4.3.2 of the EPSU Constitution Presidents of the Standing Committees, with the 
right to speak only: 
Health and Social Services : JENNINGS  Karen F UNISON (UK) 
Local and Regional Government : BUTLER  Alexander M IMPACT (Ireland) 
National and European 
Administration: 

WALDORFF  Peter M HK/Stat and StK 
(Denmark) 

Public Utilities : BERGELIN  Sven M Ver.di (Germany) 
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STEERING COMMITTEE/COMITÉ DIRECTEUR 

COMITE DIRECTIVO/LENKUNGSAUSSCHUß/STYRKOMMITTEN 
 

Constituenc
y 

Country Initials Last name First 
name 

Function Rotation 

 Italy FP-CGIL SALFI Anna EPSU 
President 

 

Benelux, 
France 

France FGF-FO PERRET Anne-
Marie 

EPSU Vice 
President 

 

UK, Ireland United 
Kingdom 

UNISON PRENTIS Dave EPSU Vice 
President 

 

 Belgium EPSU FISCHBACH-
PYTTEL 

Carola EPSU 
General 
Secretary 

 

 Belgium EPSU GOUDRIAAN Jan-
Willem 

EPSU Deputy 
General 
Secretary 

 

Benelux, 
France 

France INTERCO CFDT MALINGE Philippe Titular SC  

Benelux, 
France 

Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV VAN PIJPEN Jenneke Titular SC  

Benelux, 
France 

Belgium CGSP-ALR LIEBEN Gilbert Substitute SC 1st two 
years and 
a half 

Benelux, 
France 

Belgium CCSP HAMELINCK Luc Substitute SC 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

Central 
Europe 

Austria GÖD/FSG WIENKER-
SALOM 

Eva Titular SC  

Central 
Europe 

Czech Rep. TUHSSC SCHLANGER Jiri Titular SC  

Central 
Europe 

Austria GÖD/FSG HOLZER Richard Substitute SC  

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

BSIRSKE Frank Titular SC  

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

PASCHKE Ellen Substitute SC  

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

ZAHN Christian Titular SC  

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

POLZER Ursula Titular SC  

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

MARTIN Kurt Substitute SC  

Mediterranean Italy FPS-CISL TARELLI Rino Titular SC  
Mediterranean Greece ADEDY VRETTAKOS Ilias Substitute SC  
Mediterranean Spain FES-CC.OO ALENDE 

MACEIRA 
Maria 
José 

Titular SC  

Mediterranean Malta GWU ATTARD 
SULTANA 

Josephine Substitute SC  

Nordic Norway NUMGE DAVIDSEN Jan Titular SC  
Nordic Denmark HK/Stat & StK WALDORFF Peter Substitute SC  
Nordic Sweden Kommunal THÖRN Ylva Titular SC  
Nordic Sweden SKTF NORDMARK Eva Substitute SC  
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Nordic Finland KTV SANTAMAKI-
VUOR 

Tuire Titular SC  

Nordic Finland Pardia KRATS Matti Substitute SC  
North Eastern 
Europe 

Lithuania LTUSE PETRAITIEN
E 

Irena Titular SC 1st two 
years and 
a half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle Titular SC 1st two 
years and 
a half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Poland HPS Solidarnosc OCHMAN Maria Substitute SC 1st two 
years and 
a half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Latvia LTUE BURKEVICS Andis Substitute SC 1st two 
years and 
a half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Poland HPS Solidarnosc OCHMAN Maria Titular SC 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Latvia LTUE BURKEVICS Andis Titular SC 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Lithuania LTUSE PETRAITIEN
E 

Irena Substitute SC 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle Substitute SC 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Romania Gaz Rom. BUCUR Odeta Titular SC 1st two 
years and 
a half 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Romania FEM III COTEANU Ana Titular SC 2nd two 
years and 
half 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Bulgaria FTU-HS KOKALOV Ivan 
Angelov 

Titular SC  

South Eastern 
Europe 

Turkey SES KANLIBAS Olcay Substitute SC  

South Eastern 
Europe  

Romania UNIVERS VANCEA Aurelian Substitute SC 1st two 
years and 
a half 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Romania FEM III ROSU Nicolae Substitute SC 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

UK, Ireland United 
Kingdom 

UNISON PRENTIS Dave Titular SC  

UK, Ireland United 
Kingdom 

UNISON SNAPE Liz Substitute SC  

UK, Ireland Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair Titular SC  
UK, Ireland Ireland IMPACT BUTLER Alexander Substitute SC  
UK, Ireland United 

Kingdom 
PROSPECT THURSTON Jenny Titular SC  

UK, Ireland United 
Kingdom 

PCS LANNING Hugh Substitute SC  

 France PSI ENGELBERTS Hans Titular SC  
 France PSI BUXBAUM Jürgen Substitute SC  
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 List of Constituencies: 
 1.  Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden = Nordic 
 2.  Ireland, UK 
 3.  Germany 
 4.  Benelux, France 
 5.  Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain = Mediterranean 
 6.  Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Macedonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland, 

Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia Herzegovina = Central Europe 
 7.  Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland = North Eastern Europe 
 8. Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey = South Eastern Europe 
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GENDER EQUALITY COMMITTEE 
 
 

Constituenc
y 

Country Union Last name First 
name 

M / 
F 

Function 

 Belgium EPSU SALSON Nadja F EPSU 
Secretariat
GEC 

Nordic Finland Pardia KRATS Matti M Titular GEC 
Nordic Norway NUMGE STANGNES Tove F Titular GEC 
Nordic Sweden SKTF SALEH Delshad M Substitute 

GEC 
Nordic Denmark FOA CHRISTENSEN Lisa Dahl F Substitute 

GEC 
UK, Ireland United 

Kingdom 
UNISON SNAPE Liz F Titular GEC 

UK, Ireland Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair M Titular GEC 
UK, Ireland United 

Kingdom 
RCN JAMES Sandra F Substitute 

GEC 
UK, Ireland Ireland IMPACT BUTLER Alexander M Substitute 

GEC 
Germany Germany Ver.di 

Bundesverwaltung
MORGENSTERN Vera F Titular GEC 

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

ZAHN Christian M Titular GEC 

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

WOLFSTÄDTER Alexa F Substitute 
GEC 

Germany Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltung

GIESECKE Harald M Substitute 
GEC 

Benelux, 
France 

France FGF-FO PERRET Anne-
Marie 

F Titular GEC 

Benelux, 
France 

Belgium SLFP ONGENA Marcel M Substitute 
GEC 

Mediterranean Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS 
SANTOS 

Jorge M Titular GEC 

Mediterranean Malta GWU ATTARD 
SULTANA 

Josephine F Titular GEC 

Central 
Europe 

Macedoni
a 

TUAJCA MURATOVSKI Vanco M Titular GEC 

Central 
Europe 

Slovakia SOZKaSO GALLOVA Ivana F Titular GEC 

Central 
Europe 

Hungary EDDSZ CSER Agnes F Substitute 
GEC 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Lithuania LTUSE PETRAITIENE Irena F Titular GEC 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Titular GEC 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Turkey Türk Harb-Is CIMEN Osman M Titular GEC 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Bulgaria FITUGO TEMELKOVA Maria 
Georgieva 

F Titular GEC 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Bulgaria FCIW-PODK PARTENIOTIS Ioanis M Substitute 
GEC 

 France PSI WINTOUR Nora F Titular GEC 
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 France PSI BUXBAUM Jürgen M Substitute 
GEC 

 

 List of Constituencies: 
 1.  Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden = Nordic 
 2.  Ireland, UK 
 3.  Germany 
 4.  Benelux, France 
 5.  Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain = Mediterranean 
 6.  Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Macedonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland, 

Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia Herzegovina = Central Europe 
 7.  Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland = North Eastern Europe 
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES 
 

Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F

Function Rotation 

United 
Kingdom 

UNISON JENNINGS Karen F President 
HSS 

 

Sweden Kommunal DI PAOLO 
SANDBERG 

Liza F Vice 
President 
HSS 

 

Czech 
Republic 

TUHSSC SCHLANGER Jiri M Vice 
President 
HSS 

 

Belgium EPSU SYNNOTT Brian M EPSU 
Secretariat 
HSS 

 

Austria GdG MAUERHOFER Monika F Titular HSS  
Austria GÖD/FSG KULOVITS Heinz M Substitute 

HSS 
 

Belgium CCSP CRIJNS Guy M Titular HSS 1st two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CGSP-ALR KNAEPENBERGH Jean-
Pierre 

M Substitute 
HSS 

1st two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CGSP-ALR KNAEPENBERGH Jean-
Pierre 

M Titular HSS 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CCSP CRIJNS Guy M Substitute 
HSS 

2nd two 
years and 
a half 

Denmark DNO CHRISTENSEN Grete F Titular HSS  
Denmark FOA STAEHR Karen F Substitute 

HSS 
 

Estonia ETTAL KRUUSER Piret F Titular HSS  
Estonia ROTAL HAAN Ulle F Substitute 

HSS 
 

Finland TEHY MERASTO Merja F Titular HSS  
Finland SuPer NIITTYNEN Arja F Substitute 

HSS 
 

France FPSPSS-FO ROS Marie-
Claire 

F Titular HSS  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

STEFFEN Margret F Titular HSS  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

WEISBROD-FREY Herbert M Substitute 
HSS 

 

Germany MB HAMMERSCHLAG Lutz M Titular HSS  
Germany Ver.di 

Bundesverwaltun
g 

OBERMANN Karl M Substitute 
HSS 

 

Greece ADEDY KOUTSIOUBELIS Stavros M Titular HSS  
Greece ADEDY KASSES Ermis M Substitute 

HSS 
 

Hungary EDDSZ CSER Agnes F Titular HSS  
Ireland IMPACT CALLINAN Kevin M Titular HSS  
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Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F

Function Rotation 

Italy FP-CGIL DETTORI Rossana F Titular HSS  
Italy FPS-CISL VOLPATO Daniela F Substitute 

HSS 
 

Latvia LVSADA GAVARINA Inta F Titular HSS  
Latvia LVSADA RUDZITE Eija F Substitute 

HSS 
 

Lithuania LSADPS BUTKEVICIENE Lilija F Titular HSS  
Lithuania LSADPS MACIUNIENE Rima F Substitute 

HSS 
 

Luxembourg CGT-L ROELTGEN André M Titular HSS  
Luxembourg CGT-L GOELHAUSEN Marco M Substitute 

HSS 
 

Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV DE JONG Tim M Titular HSS  
Norway NUMGE BLAKSTAD Kjellfrid F Titular HSS  
Norway NSF G. H. SLAATTEN Bente F Substitute 

HSS 
 

Poland HPS Solidarnosc ABRAMSKA Beata F Titular HSS  
Poland HPS Solidarnosc SOKALSKI Leszek M Substitute 

HSS 
 

Portugal SINTAP FERREIRA Luisa F Titular HSS 1st, 3rd 
and 5th 
year 

Portugal STE MADEIRA Candida F Substitute 
HSS 

1st, 3rd 
and 5th 
year 

Portugal STE MADEIRA Candida F Titular HSS 2nd and 
4th year 

Portugal SINTAP FERREIRA Luisa F Substitute 
HSS 

2nd and 
4th year 

Spain FES-CC.OO ALENDE MACEIRA Maria José F Titular HSS 1st two 
years and 
a half 

Sweden SAHP LYCKEUS Carin F Titular HSS  
Sweden SKTF LUNDEN Yvonne F Substitute 

HSS 
 

Sweden Kommunal JANSSON Annica F Substitute 
HSS 

 

United 
Kingdom 

CSP GLOVER Warren M Substitute 
HSS 

 

United 
Kingdom 

RCN BREWER Sheelagh F Titular HSS  

United 
Kingdom 

RCM SKEWES Jon M Substitute 
HSS 
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN ADMINISTRATION 
 
Country Union Last name First 

name 
M 
/ F 

Function Rotation 

Denmark HK/Stat & StK WALDORFF Peter M President 
NEA 

 

United 
Kingdom 

PROSPECT THURSTON Jenny F Vice 
President 
NEA 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

FRANKE Elisabeth F Vice 
President 
NEA 

 

Belgium EPSU SALSON Nadja F EPSU 
Secretariat 
NEA 

 

Austria GÖD/FSG KORECKY Peter M Titular NEA  
Austria GÖD/FSG BENESCH Jasmin F Substitute 

NEA 
 

Belgium CGSP-P VASSART Dany M Titular NEA 1st two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CCSP DEVOS Jean-Paul M Substitute 
NEA 

1st two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CCSP DEVOS Jean-Paul M Titular NEA 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CGSP-P VASSART Dany M Substitute 
NEA 

2nd two 
years and 
a half 

Czech 
Republic 

TUSBI VONDROVA Alena F Titular NEA  

Denmark DJOEF RASMUSSEN Mogens 
Kring 

M Substitute 
NEA 

 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Titular NEA  
Estonia ROTAL BAROT Heidi F Substitute 

NEA 
 

Finland JOSE VINGISAAR Jaan M Titular NEA  
Finland Pardia KUMPULAINEN Päivikki F Substitute 

NEA 
 

France FGF-FO PERRET Anne-Marie F Titular NEA  
France INTERCO CFDT LABASQUE Yves M Substitute 

NEA 
 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

LINDENLAUB Bernd-Axel M Substitute 
NEA 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

IHRIG Sigrid F Titular NEA  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

MÜLLER Sigrid F Substitute 
NEA 

 

Greece ADEDY DOLGYRAS Ilias M Titular NEA  
Greece ADEDY VRETTAKOS Ilias M Substitute 

NEA 
 

Hungary KKDSZ FENYVES Kornél M Titular NEA  
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Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F 

Function Rotation 

Iceland BSRB ANDRESSON Jens M Titular NEA  
Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair M Titular NEA  
Italy FPS-CISL MIGGIANO Davide M Titular NEA  
Italy FP-CGIL GARZI Alfredo M Substitute 

NEA 
 

Latvia LAKRS DRUKA-
IAUNZEME 

Mara F Titular NEA  

Lithuania LTUSE PETRAITIENE Irena F Titular NEA  
Lithuania LTUSE KISIELIENE Rima F Substitute 

NEA 
 

Luxembourg CGT-L TURPEL Justin M Titular NEA  
Luxembourg CGT-L SCHOSSELER Jeanne F Substitute 

NEA 
 

Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV MERLIJN Elise F Titular NEA  
Norway NTL ASKER Berit F Titular NEA  
Norway YS-Stat KVALHEIM Tore Eugen M Substitute 

NEA 
 

Portugal STE PEREIRA Jorge M Titular NEA 1st, 3rd 
and 5th 
year 

Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS 
SANTOS 

Jorge M Substitute 
NEA 

1st, 3rd 
and 5th 
year 

Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS 
SANTOS 

Jorge M Titular NEA 2nd and 
4th year 

Portugal STE PEREIRA Jorge M Substitute 
NEA 

2nd and 
4th year 

Spain FSAP-CC.OO CABALLERO Pablo M Substitute 
NEA 

 

Sweden Fackförbundet ST PÄRSSINEN Ilkka F Titular NEA  
Sweden Fackförbundet ST LAGERQVIST-

PALMU 
Ulla F Substitute 

NEA 
 

Sweden SEKO NILSSEN Roal M Titular NEA  
Sweden SEKO THORNBERG Helen F Substitute 

NEA 
 

United 
Kingdom 

PCS COCHRANE Charles M Titular NEA  

United 
Kingdom 

FDA BAUME Jonathan M Substitute 
NEA 

 

United 
Kingdom 

PCS LEWTAS Geoff M Substitute 
NEA 

 

Belgium USF SERGIO Giovanni M Titular NEA  
Belgium USF NYCTELIUS Lars M Substitute 

NEA 
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON LOCAL AND REGIONAL GOVERNMENT 
 

Country Union Last name First 
name 

M 
/ F

Function Rotation 

Ireland IMPACT BUTLER Alexander M President 
LRG 

 

Denmark FOA DUPONT John M Vice 
President 
LRG 

 

France INTERCO CFDT BERNARD Joëlle F Vice 
President 
LRG 

 

Belgium EPSU CLARKE Penny F EPSU 
Secretariat 
LRG 

 

Austria GdG MEIDLINGER Christian M Titular LRG  
Austria GdG KATTNIG Thomas M Substitute 

LRG 
 

Belgium CGSP-ALR LUYTEN Mil M Titular LRG 1st two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CCSP VAN DER GUCHT Kriestien F Substitute 
LRG 

1st two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CCSP VAN DER GUCHT Kriestien F Titular LRG 2nd two 
years and 
a half 

Belgium CGSP-ALR LUYTEN Mil M Substitute 
LRG 

2nd two 
years and 
a half 

Czech 
Republic 

TUSBI VONDROVA Alena F Titular LRG  

Denmark HK/Kommunal OTTO Bodil F Substitute 
LRG 

 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Titular LRG  
Estonia ROTAL KAPP Mare F Substitute 

LRG 
 

Finland KTV KEHALINNA Heikki M Titular LRG  
Finland TEHY LOUNASMAA Marja F Substitute 

LRG 
 

France FPSPSS-FO BECUWE Serge M Substitute 
LRG 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

STERNATZ Renate F Titular LRG  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

MÜHLBERG Annette F Substitute 
LRG 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

KERSCHBAUME
R 

Judith F Titular LRG  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

GIESECKE Harald M Substitute 
LRG 

 

Greece ADEDY NIKITAS Giannis M Titular LRG  
Greece ADEDY PAPPAS Dimitris M Substitute 

LRG 
 

Italy FP-CGIL PAGLIARINI Gianni M Titular LRG  
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Italy FPS-CISL ALIA Velio M Substitute 
LRG 

 

Latvia LAKRS KALNINS Juris M Titular LRG  
Latvia LAKRS MAZULANE Rasma F Substitute 

LRG 
 

Lithuania LVPF NEMANIUS Romualda
s 

M Titular LRG  

Lithuania LTUSE PETRAITIENE Irena F Substitute 
LRG 

 

Luxembourg CGT-L TURPEL Justin M Titular LRG  
Luxembourg CGT-L SCHOSSELER Jeanne F Substitute 

LRG 
 

Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV WIECHMANN Peter M Titular LRG  
Norway NUMGE GULBRANDSEN Jan Helge M Titular LRG  
Norway KFO OLANDER Gunn F Substitute 

LRG 
 

Portugal STE CARNEIRO Alvaro M Substitute 
LRG 

1st, 3rd 
and 5th 
year 

Portugal SINTAP ABRAÃO José M Substitute 
LRG 

2nd and 
4th year 

Spain FSAP-CC.OO HIGUERAS  Manuel M Titular LRG  
Sweden Kommunal PETTERSSON Håkan M Titular LRG  
Sweden SAHP FALCK Carl M Substitute 

LRG 
 

Sweden SKTF HAMMARBÄCK Anders M Titular LRG  
Sweden SSR HOLMBLAD Lars M Substitute 

LRG 
 

United 
Kingdom 

UNISON WAKEFIELD Heather F Titular LRG  

United 
Kingdom 

T&G ALLENSON Peter M Substitute 
LRG 

 

United 
Kingdom 

GMB STRUTTON Brian M Titular LRG  

United 
Kingdom 

FBU LAWSON Mike M Substitute 
LRG 
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC UTILITIES 
 

Country Union Last name First 
name 

M / 
F 

Function Rotation 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

BERGELIN Sven M President 
PU 

 

Sweden SEKO RUDEN Jan M Vice 
President 
PU 

 

Hungary VDSZSZ GAL Rezsö M Vice 
President 
PU 

 

France FNME-CGT POMMERY Claude M Vice 
President 
PU 

 

Belgium EPSU GOUDRIAAN Jan-
Willem 

M EPSU 
Secretariat 
PU 

 

Austria GdG WAGNER Johann M Titular PU  
Austria GdG KLING Walter M Substitute 

PU 
 

Belgium CCSP JIMENEZ Luis M Titular PU 1st two 
years and a 
haf 

Belgium CGSP-ALR LIEBEN Gilbert M Substitute 
PU 

1st two 
years and a 
half 

Belgium CGSP-ALR LIEBEN Gilbert M Titular PU 2nd two 
years and a 
half 

Belgium CCSP JIMENEZ Luis M Substitute 
PU 

2nd two 
years and a 
half 

Czech 
Republic 

TUWWFWI RUZICKA  Pavel M Titular PU  

Czech 
Republic 

T.U. ECHO KUBICEK Jiri M Substitute 
PU 

 

Denmark 3F LYNGE 
JENSEN 

Kaj M Titular PU  

Denmark DM KJAERSGAAR
D 

Poul M Substitute 
PU 

 

Estonia Veolia KALM Aarne M Titular PU  
Estonia Veolia ROOSVE Tonu M Substitute 

PU 
 

Finland KTV PEUSSA Jorma M Titular PU  
Finland KVL AUNOLA Matti M Substitute 

PU 
 

France INTERCO CFDT MALINGE Philippe M Substitute 
PU 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

OTT Erhard M Substitute 
PU 

 

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun
g 

MENDROCH Erich M Titular PU  

Germany Ver.di 
Bundesverwaltun

KLOPFLEISCH Reinhard M Substitute 
PU 
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g 
Greece ADEDY ANTONAKOS Giannis M Titular PU  
Greece ADEDY LAMBROU Evangelos M Substitute 

PU 
 

Hungary VDSZSZ MAJOR Gabor M Substitute 
PU 

 

Iceland BSRB ATLADOTTIR Anna F Titular PU  
Iceland BSRB EINARSDOTTI

R 
Thuridur F Substitute 

PU 
 

Ireland ESBOA DUNNE Tony M Titular PU  
Italy FNLE-CGIL FONTANELLI Francesco M Titular PU  
Italy FLAEI-CISL COSTANTINI Bruno M Substitute 

PU 
 

Latvia LAKRS KALNINS Juris M Titular PU  
Latvia LAKRS BIETE Ruta F Substitute 

PU 
 

Lithuania LVPF KALVAITIS Romualda
s 

M Titular PU  

Lithuania LVPF DOVYDENIENE Angele F Substitute 
PU 

 

Luxembourg CGT-L JUNGEN Tom M Titular PU  
Luxembourg CGT-L KLEMAN Chris M Substitute 

PU 
 

Macedonia SSESM SIMONOSKI Robert M Titular PU  
Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV VAN HERPEN Joost M Titular PU  
Norway EL&IT FELIX Hans M Titular PU  
Norway NUMGE MOSTI Geir M Substitute 

PU 
 

Portugal SINDEL DUARTE 
MARQUES 

Victor 
Manuel 

M Titular PU  

Portugal SINTAP SEABRA João M Substitute 
PU 

2nd and 4th 
year 

Slovenia SDE Slovenije DOLAR Franc M Titular PU  
Spain CC.OO Aguas REQUENA 

FERRANDO 
Jordi M Substitute 

PU 
 

Sweden Kommunal THÖRN Lasse M Substitute 
PU 

 

Sweden SKTF JOHNSSON Bo-Göran M Titular PU  
Sweden SKTF MEYER Lena F Substitute 

PU 
 

Switzerland VPÖD/SSP SERRA Jorge M Titular PU  
United 
Kingdom 

UNISON BLOOMFIELD Steve M Titular PU  

United 
Kingdom 

AMICUS ROONEY Dougie M Substitute 
PU 

 

United 
Kingdom 

GMB DAVIES Phil M Titular PU  

United 
Kingdom 

T&G ROHAN Denis M Substitute 
PU 
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2. List of Staff Members 
 
 
Carola Fischbach-Pyttel, General Secretary 
Jan Willem Goudriaan, Deputy General Secretary 
Penny Clarke, Officer 
Richard Pond, Officer 
Nadja Salson, Officer 
Brian Synnott, Officer 
Esthel Almasi, staff 
Catherine Boeckx, staff 
Diane Gassner, staff 
Nadine Janssen, staff 
Lia Tiberini, staff  
Viviane Vandeuren, staff 
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3. Inventory of main documents elaborated / adopted in 2004 
 
 
4 & 5 March 
• Report of activities 2003  
• EPSU response to the Commission communication concerning the re-examination of 

Directive 93/104/EC concerning certain aspects of the organisation of working time 
(COM2003, 843 final)  

 
14 June 2004 
EPSU Statement on the White Paper of the European Commission on Services of General 
Interest, COM(2004) 374 
 
23 April 
Elections to the European Parliament – 10 EPSU Tests 
 
7th EPSU CONGRESS, 14-17 June 2004 
• R.1. Resolution on Public Services – Europe’s Strength (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• R.2. Resolution on Collective Bargaining (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• R.3. Resolution on Pensions (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• R.4. Resolution on Gender Equality (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• R.5. Resolution on Public Services in an Enlarged European Union 

(EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• Emergency Resolution: The draft EU Constitutional Treaty (English only) 
• Emergency Resolution: The Directive on Services in the Internal Market 

(EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• RA1. Resolution “Improving the Position of Migrant Workers/Ethnic Minorities at the 

Labour Market, their Workplace and in the union” by Abvakabo FNV 
(EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 

• RA2. Resolution “The Energy Sector” by FNEM-FO (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• RA4. Resolution “Resolution Public Services and Euro-Mediterranean Association” by 

the Mediterranean Constituency (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• RA5. Resolution “the EPSU political structure” by the EPSU Swedish Affiliates 

(EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• EPSU Congress Declaration “Transnational Solidarity for an Integrated Industry” 

(EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• EPSU Finances – Affiliation fees 2005-2006 (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• Finance Report 2000 – 2003 (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
• EPSU Constitution (EN/FR/GER/SP/SWE) 
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4. Other meetings attended by EPSU representatives 
 
January 2004  
12 - 14 SGI – EP Debate + vote 
13 Preparatory meeting Social Dialogue in the Hospital Sector 
13 Sectoral social dialogue in the local and regional government sector 
13 - 14 Negotiation on stress 
15 - 16 Meeting with Ver.di & OPZZ Energy 
16 - 17 ETUC Conference on CSA 
20 Meeting with DG Public Administration  
21 - 22 EON EWC Seminar 
26 Social Dialogue & Gender Equality 
26 Negotiations EWC – SUEZ  
27 ETUC-EIFs on EWC Directive 
February  
02 -03 Conference on Social Dialogue in the Hospital Sector 
02 Veolia EWC  
10 Forum de Liaison 
11 Meeting with Irish Minister for Energy 
12 EPSU President and Vice-Presidents meeting 
13 ETUC Steering Committee 
17 CSR Round Table 
18 Meeting with Eurocops representatives 
18 Meeting with RCN 
18 Social Dialogue Steering Group 
18 - 19 Meeting with Federation Energetica 
23 UK/EIRE Constituency  
23 ETUC Social Policy & Legislation Meeting 
24-25 Stress Negotiations 
25 Meeting with Eurogas 
26 Confrontations Conference on SGI 
26-27 European Ministerial Conference on Information Society 
27 ETUC & CEEP Meeting on SGI  
March 
02 UNISON visit 
08 Equal Pay (ICTU) 
12 European Health Policy Forum 
16 Labour Market Seminar 
17 EWC EDF Meeting  
17 – 18  ETUC Executive Committee 
18 Ver.di Conference on Water 
19 SUEZ GTI EWC  
22 ETUC Women’s Committee 
23 Alternative Economics Conference 
23 - 25 Dublin Foundation meeting  
24 UNSA 
24-26 HK Sector Congress 
29 LRG Social Dialogue Working Group on Employment 
30 Follow-up meeting SD Hospital Sector 
30 Eurogas Conference 
30 - 01 Stress Negotiations 
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31 Meeting with Japanese Delegation  
31 Toolkit Public Procurement 
31 GEODE Conference 
31 Meeting with Prodi 
April 
2 ETUC Day of Action 
14 UNISON visit 
16-17 Seminar RSE 
21 Social green procurement coalition 
22 Congress Board 
22 Social dialogue Gender equality 
26-27 EIPA meeting 
26-27 Final visit to Congress venue before the event 
28-29-30 Stress Negotiations 
29 EMCC Conference 
May 
05 EWC negotiations Suez 
06 – 09 Social Insurance conference 
11 RCN Congress 
11 EDF training / EU public services  
13 EWC United Utilities  
13  CFDT Interco seminar 
13 ETUC Steering Cttee 
17 OPEN FORUM DG SANCO 
17 Informal meeting – Irish Presidency 
24-26 PSI conference Health Baltic to Balkan countries 
25-26 Ver.di CB conference 
25 Social dialogue gender equality 
27 European Health Agora VII  
27 CGSP ACOD Congress on Services directive 
28 Trade Unions & DG Troika public administration – Irish Presidency 
June  
31-02 SGI Conference ETUC/CEEP 
1 GdG conference on Services 
3-4 ETUC Collective Bargaining conference  
5 Demonstration on services directive – 14h00 – ETUC + Belgian unions 
7 Negotiations Suez agreement  
09 – 10 ETUC EC 
13-17 EPSU 7th CONGRESS 
21 Meeting on security of supply SD electricity 
22 Social Dialogue meeting plenary electricity  
23 Suez EWC 
28 ETUC – CEEP SGI meeting 
29-30 Water activists group meeting  
July 
5 DG regio workshop on PPPS 
5 Gender equality social dialogue meeting 
9 Meeting with Belgian DG  
9 LRG social dialogue group on PPPs 
12-13 ETUC/OSE seminar on the EU Constitution 
13 ETUC extraordinary Steering Committee 
16 CECOP meeting “social economy” 
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August 
2-3 Suez EWC and negotiations 
3-5 EPSU – Nordic Municipal Unions Project: “Networking of public service unions in 

the Baltic States in an Enlarged European Union” 
September 
4-7 ETUC Collective Bargaining seminar 
07 EPSU President & Vice Presidents meeting 
08 EPSU / CEMR LRG social dialogue meeting / employment   
09 EPSU Auditors’ meeting 
14 Gender equality negotiations 
15-16 3rd quality administration conference 
15 Meeting with the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 
15 Meeting with Irish Nurses organization  
15 Meeting with Prison Officers association 
17 Uni / Feni conference on public procurement 
18-20 International T.U. panel electricity deregulation 
20-21 EIPA seminar on social dialogue in administrations 
21 ETUC Steering Committee 
24 EWC seminar 
27 EWC Suez negotiations 
29 Social dialogue liaison forum 
October 
1 European Energy transport forum working group on SGI 
2 Dutch T.U. Demonstration  
10-12 SEE Energy Conference 
11 European Health Policy Forum 
11-12 Debate on services directive 
12 European Energy and Transport Forum inauguration 
13-14 ETUC Executive Committee 
15 Electricity social dialogue 
16 European Social Forum 
19 ETUC Collective Bargaining Committee 
20 interview ARTE 
20-21 PSI regional seminar on national administration (leaving on the 19th) 
21 Confrontations conference on SGI White Paper 
28 EWC social dialogue intersectoral 
28-30 BSRP Conference 
29 Launch of green handbook on public procurement 
November 
4 Meeting with CEMR General Secretary 
8 EPSU President and Vice President meeting 
8 Meeting Dutch Presidency Energy 
9 ETUC Steering Committee  
12 EWC United Utilities 
16 Congrès statutaire administratif CGSP ALR LRB 
16 ETUC working group on working time 
17 Sectoral social dialogue LRG 
19 Ver.di Water meeting 
20-21 ADEDY Congress 
21-23 VdSzSZ - FES Conference SEE energy 
22 ETUC social dialogue committee 
24 Meeting with President and General Secretary of Eurogas 
25 EFBWW/EPSU Demo “Bolkenstein Directive = Frankenstein Directive”  
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30 Meeting with Commissioner for Employment and Social Affairs Vladimir Spidla 
December 
1 Meeting with Norwegian Nurses 
1 PSI European Board 
2 SACO (Sweden) group  
2 Social dialogue equality 
3 Meeting with HK Stat 
06 Alternative economics conference  
08 Visit from Belediye-is 
09 – 11 SEE Energy Community 
14 Equality & Diversity Joint EPSU / Eurelectric conference 
15 Task Force Hospital Sector 
15 ETUC Women Cttee 
15 Social dialogue electricity 
16 Bureau SUEZ EWCs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


